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Technical data for DELTA SKY Paragliders

Flat Area
Flat Span
Max . Depth
Aspect Ratio
Cell Number
lines Diameter
Min . take off weight
Max. take off weight
Min . Speed
Max . Speed
UD
Classification
Test

Lines
Lines
Lines
Li nes

1.1
1.5
1.7
2.0

m2
m
m

mm
kg
kg
km/h
kmlh

mm
mm
mm
mm

YANG 28

YANG 31

FANCY 28

FANCY 30

QUIX 26

QUIX 28

QUIX31

DIVINE 27

DIVINE 29

DIVINE 31

DIVINE 26

28.6
9.8
3.3
34
32
1.5/1 .7
65
85
22
38
5.3
beginner
LAA
AFNOR

31
10.6
3.3
3.6
34
1.5/1 .7
85
105
22
38
5.5
beginner
LAA
AFNOR

28
11 .15
3.07
445
44
1.1/1.5/1 .7
65
85
22
40
6.5
interm.
LAA
AFNOR

29.6
11 .68
307
4.61
46
1.1/1.5/1 .7
80
100
22
40
6.5
interm.
LAA
AFNOR

2643
11 .11
2.83
4.67
48
1.5/1 .7
60
80
22
45
7.3

28
11 .83
2.84
4.9
51
1.5/1 .7
80
95
22
45
7.5
interm.
LAA
AFNOR

31
12.34
2.96
4.9
51
1.5/1. 7
95
110
22
45
7.5

2747
12.13
2.88
5.3
63
1.1/1.5/1 .7
75
90
23
50
8.3
advanced
SHV

29.2
12.73
2.9
5.55
66
1.1/1.5/1.7
90
105
23
50
84
advanced
SHV

30.93
13.33
2.9
5.74
69
1.1/ 1.5/1.7
105
120
23
50
8.5
advanced
SHV

2647
12.74
2.55
6.13
75
4/.6/1.0
75
95
25
63
9
camp.
SHV

Cousin
Cousin
Cousin
Cousi n

Dyneema
Superara m
Superaram
Supera ra m

inlerm.

LAA
AFNOR

TOp C loth
Bottom Cloth
Profile

interm.

LAA
AFNOR

Porcher Marine
Porcher Marine
Uparnis

PRICING:

Technical data for DELTA SKY Para-motors

Max. Pilot Weight
Max. Power
Max. Power at RPM
Max . Thrust
Weight
Engine, 2 stroke
Reduction
Propeller Diameter
Petrol tank capacity
Prope ller blades

ICARUS 85

ICARUS 108

ICARUS 135

75
14
5800
kg
38
13
kg
SOLO 210
direct
cm
70
6
L
2
standard
optiona l
fixed

90
18
6500
48
18
SOLO 210
t :2.5
100
6
4
slandard
optional
detachable

120
18
6500
55
21
SOLO 210
1:3
120
6
4
standard
op tional
deta chable

kg
HP

Start, manual

Start, electric
Cage

Paragliders
YANG
FANCY
QU IX
DIVINE
DIVINE 26R
MAXI

$
$
$
$
$
$

2,479
2,702
3,148
3,371
3,594
3,817

ICARUS 85
ICARUS 108
ICARUS 135

$
$
$

3,758
4,990
5,314

Electric start

$ 822.25

Sky Let-2
Sky Sprint
Sky Jet

$ 384.81
$ 473.98
518.56

Para-motors

Options

Technical data for

Harness

SOLO 210 engine

( made by: SOLO Kleinmotoren GMBH Germany)

engine type
displacement
weigh t
power
Nominal
torque

2
207.8
9.4
12.8
7000
2.45

max torque at

6000 rpm

Id le

1800 rpm

Max
fuel consumpti on
fuel
mixture
ign ition
sta rter

42g/m2
42g/m2
55g/m2

stroke
ccm
kg
kw
rpm
Nm

8000 rpm
3.8 I/h
unleaded
1:25
electronic
recoil

Australian Agent for DELTA SKY

Jos Weemaes

RMB 1715
River Road

GOORAMADDA

3685 vic.
tel. 02- 60 265658
fax. 02- 60 268658
email : jweemaes@albury.net.au

Paraglider bag
Paraglider back protector
Fl ying sui t (M-L-XL)

162
190
340

please note :
Due to exchange rate variations, the above quoted prices can vary slightly.
Indi vidua l quotations are ex our office in Gooramadda (N.E. V ictoria), include
sa les tax and are firm for 30 days.
We can supp ly you with a promotion al video for $20.- . just send a
cheque to the address below
25% deposit is requi red on placement of the ord er w ith the rem aind er before delivery.

the VALUE-FaR-MONEY Company
made in europe for the world m a rket

MAXI
42 .3
14
3.66
4.6
49
1.712.0
130
210
25
50
6.5
tandem
LAA

is the official publication of the
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
and appears 6 times per year as a service
to members. For non-members living in
Australia the yearly subscription fee
is A$55. Overseas subscription sent
by Airmail A$90. Cheques should be
made payable to and senlto the HGFA.
Contributions are always needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all
welcome although the editor and the
HGFA Board reserve the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will not be
published. All contributions should be
accompanied by the contributor's name,
address and HGFA number for verification
purposes. Neither the HGFA nor the editor
assume responsibility for the material or
opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other
contributions is vested in each of the
authors in respect of their contribution.
Skysailor Contributions
Please send all articles, photos and ads to:
Skysailor - Suzy Gneist
PO Box 197 Helensburgh NSW 2508
Phone & fax (02) 4294 3732 (9am to 5pm)
Email: skysail@ozemail.com.au
http://www.ozemail.com.aurskysail/
All photos and materials will be returned
after publication if a stamped, selfaddressed envelope is supplied.
DEADLINE FOR AUGUST ISSUE
Deadline for articles is 21 June 98,
6 weeks prior to publication. Deadline
for cla ssifieds, news, display ads is
1 July 98, 4 weeks prior to publication.
Missing Magazines
Please contact the HGFA office in Tumut
on (02) 69472888 for changes of address
and mailing of missing magazines.
Classifieds and Advertising
Classified ads are to be mailed, faxed
or emailed to the editor and are free to
financial members - please quote your
membership number. Advertising rates
and mechanical specifications are
available on request. All ads to be paid
prior to publication. Special typesetting
incurs an extra cost.
Please use classifieds form for bookings.
Credits
Cover:
Pulk at PWC in Bright
Martin Scheele
Photo:
Design:
Gneist & Moffatt
Film, Printing: NCP Printing, Newcastle
Mailing:
ContacMail, Newcastle

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
is a member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FAI) through the Australian
Sport Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.
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Firstly. I apologise for the lateness ofthis
issue. Unfortunately I had a serious illness
in the family which we had to attend
immediately and I was out of the country
for two weeks.
For every bad piece of news there's always
an upside to consider and for us it is the
expected arrival of our first child in midSeptember. Because of this, I would like
to ask everyone to strictly stick to the
deadlines for the next issues. In the past,
I have been accepting items still at a very
late stage in production, but as you may
understand, a birth cannot be planned into
a production timetable and I want to make
sure the magazine is out before I'm off
to hospital.
So here are the deadlines for the next two
issues. Please stick to them or I will not be
able to include your contributions or ads in
these issues.
August/September Skysailor Deadlines
21 June for articles, photos, display
advertising bookings
1 July
for classifieds, product news,
club news, comps, letters.
October/November Skysailor Deadlines
for articles, photos, display
advertising bookings
1 Sept for classifieds, product news,
club news, comps, letters.

21 Aug

And one more request: Could the author of
the entertaining travel story "From San
Diego to Golden" please contact me with
his name and address. Neither of these
were marked on the article, disk or
photographs and I would like to return
these to him. Thank you for your
contribution and I regret if it was my
fault that these details have been lost.
Fly Safely,

~

Can anyone advise me which type of
helmet was worn by Guido on the front cover
of Skysailor April/May issue (i.e. brand and
certification)? Any information would be
much appreciated.
John Dunne, acs@powerup.com.au

2 Skysailor

Australia Day, 26 January 1998, was indeed
a black day for hang gliding in Western
Australia, especially for Andrew's many friends
and loved ones. By now, all club members will
be aware of the tragic event which marred the
second day of the State Comps so I won't go
into the details. While the investigator's report
has indicated pilot error as the
probable cause of the irrecoverable spiral dive which took the
lives of Andrew and Amanda,
we'll never really know what
happened that day.
As one of the few people in the
paddock on the morning of the
crash, I was amongst the first on
the scene. It was obvious that
death had been instantaneous
and I was struck by the serene
expression on Shady's face,
despite what must have been a
truly terrifying last few seconds.
Concentrating, as I'm sure he
was, on recovering the situation
right until the very end, I doubt fear had a chance
to register in him.
As was movingly pointed out during the funeral
by his close friend, Simon Visser, Andrew was
a man of few regrets, but one of them must
have been that Amanda was in the aircraft
with him at the time of the crash.
Our hearts and best wishes go out to the
families of Andrew, Amanda and to Sue
Beetson, his partner at Airsports Hang Gliding
School, for whom the tragedy could not have
occurred at a worse time.
The great love and high esteem in which
Andrew was held by the local hang gliding
community was shown by the large number
of hangies and friends who attended his
funeral and the wake. If any of us had forgotten how important Andrew had been to
the sport of hang gliding in this state, and
indeed the country as a whole, his untimely
death brought it home to us with a jolt.
He shared his vision and taught many of us to
soar, making the unlikely, but long held dream
of flying like a bird not only possible, but also
accessible and relatively safe. Through his
close association with the HGFA over the years,
he played an instrumental part in shaping
the way hang gliding is now taught and in
particular was a pioneer in the static tow
method of launching hang gliders, which most
of us here in WA used to obtain our first high

flights and continue to use in flatland flying .
His shoes will be very hard to fill and besides
the great personal loss I feel as his friend and
flying companion, there is of course concern
about the future of hang gliding locally without
his enthusiasm and guiding spirit around.
At least he lived to see many of his students
become fully fledged aviators
and the club he founded start
to make it's own way in the
world in the last few years.
At the end of the State
Championships, it was
decided that the current
perpetual teams trophy be
given to Andrew's family,
since the flatlands competition
was inaugurated and fostered
by Andrew overthe years and
his team, the Sky Junkies,
was the only one that won
it in that time.
Since receiving the trophy,
Andrew's father has indicated
he would like to donate a new trophy to
replace it - The Andrew Humphries Memorial
Teams Trophy.
I feel the best way we can repay Andrew for
the enormous gift he gave us is to continue to
make the club he founded stronger than ever
in its function as an incubator of mature pilots
as well as a vehicle for some of the best
fellowship I have ever experienced.
Fly high Shady. We'll never forget you!
Sam Blight, President, Western Soarers HGC
~

Thank you to everyone for your love and
concern over the last couple of months. Your
support has been invaluable in ensuring the
continuation of Airsports and hang gliding in
WA. Andrew's dream and driving force was
to build a business based on our shared desire
to reach for the sky. His dreams will continue
to be fulfiled by the family at Airsports that's
always there to help and guide all who seek
to spread their wings.
In the spirit of Andrew Humphries, Airsports
will continue to provide hang gliding instruction,
sales and service, which still remains foremost
in our ongoing business philosophy.
Many of you will be happy to hear that Shaun
Wallace will stay on as the Senior Hang
Gliding Instructor. Thank you Shaun.
Airsports towing and XC operation will
relocate to Wyalkatchem - the home of the

Western Soarer's HG Club (formerly Dalwallinu
HG Club). Flying from the same site will give
our students an insight into what XC flying is
all about. The transition from student to fully
fledged pilot will be a smooth one as the club
takes you under its wing when you join - you
will share and learn from their experiences.
The amenities at Wyalkatchem are more
suited to the needs of all concerned with
cheap and decent accommodation and
recreation facilities as well as a town that's
right behind hang gliding in WA. Many thanks
to Andrew Robinson for the use of his fantastic
property and his good and helpful nature.
Airsports is now operating from my home
address Unit 4, 194 Preston Point Rd Bicton.
Our postal address is PO Box 1, Palmyra WA
6157. New dates have been scheduled for up
and coming courses and events.
For enquiries phone OB 9339 OB14 or fax OB 9339
1475. Once again, I sincerely thank each of you.
Sue Beetson, Airsports Hang Gliding School
~

In Memory of our fellow pilot and friend,
Mark Hellier who died of cancer 15 June 1997,
aged 36.
My friend is dead,
a quiet lad with helpful hands.
He who never took up space
leaves behind so great a void.
My friend is dead,
he who defied the forces of nature,
who soared the skies on eagle wings,
lost the fight with death inside him.
My friend is dead,
far away and yet so close
unreachable in our earthly lives,
how can I properly say goodbye?
My friend is dead,
leaving us filled with memories
of cliffs and hills and canyons,
adventures relived over cappucinos ...
My friend is dead,
too soon, too quick.
So many winds without his wings,
so many words unspoken.
My friend who died
lived a dream few dare to realise.
So many dreams evaporate into eternity,
let yours not be amongst them.
Regina Bohler

~ I watched in horror as my friend was tossed
from side to side in recurring reverse lockouts.

He had lost many hundreds of feet in just a few
seconds. Each lockout was bigger and more
vicious than the last, an anguished " Oh no!",
cried out as I was certain that I was about to
witness a most horrific accident. Why wouldn't
my eyes shut? Then the rope broke atthe most
opportune moment and allowed Frank* to round
out and flare. 900ft to zero in seconds and he'd
survived, my heart was pounding.
The release at the pilot end had malfunctioned,
the release at the car end had malfunctioned,
the car couldn't reverse any faster and the infallible weaklink had - not been used? - You've
got to be joking!
Weak links save lives. Statistically you are far
better off using a weak link! If your take-off
technique breaks the weak link, please reassess
your method of becoming safely airborne.
Even if you believe that the weak link wouldn't
break in a lock out situation, would it hurt to
use it anyway? If you can't get to 1,500ft on a
600m strip, the strip may be too short (a VB and
4mm steel cable may help).
I can guarantee that if you use a weak link:
1. The towline will break at its weakest point
(this simple law of physics is now universally termed "the weak link in the chain").
2. I could predict to within an inch where the
towline will break.
3. The towline will break before the glider does.
4. If the towline snags on a low flying FA 1B it
will break before you become the first supersonic hang glider pilot.
5. If you do lock out and the tension during the
lock out isn't enough to break the towline,
the weak link will break before you're
dragged down the strip by a driver who
didn't hear the "Stop, stop, aargh, splat."
6. You won't have to watch your friends go
from 900ft to zero, still attached to a
reversing ca r struggling frantically to save
their own lives.
"Frank is not his real name, I feel that he has
copped enough already from his mates.
Gordon Marshall
~

I am a paraglider pilot who has recently
purchased a UHF CB radio. I was a bit annoyed
when I rang one of the advertisers in Skysailor
and was told that I could purchase a radio from
them sales tax exempt under Item 61 of the
Sales Tax Exemptions and Classifications Act.
Well that's not quite true. Initially, I was very
happy as I would save about $100. I decided to
check up on Item 61 with the tax office to see

what else I could use it for and was
to find out that it does not apply to paraglia~
(it does not actually mention paragliders, however, it does mention hang gliders and under
the definition in CAO 95.B I guess it precludes
me from using the exemption - the tax office
certainly thought it did.) Item 61 reads as follows
61(1) Aircraft other than:
(a) gliders (inc!. motorised gliders)
(b) hang gliders (incl. motorised hang gliders)
(c) model aircraft (inc!. flying models)
61(2) Machinery, implements or apparatus for
use by a person mainly in goods covered by
subitem (1)
61(3) Goods for use by a person exclusively
as raw materials in the construction or repair
of goods covered by subitem (1) or (2)
As I understand it, the basic idea for the exemption is to keep public transportation cheap. The
wording of the exemption pretty much means
that all aircraft used by members of the HGFA
are not entitled to a sales tax exemption under
Item 61 for their initial purchase, for parts,
repairs or modifications to their aircraft.
Schools may be entitled to some other form of
sales tax exemption as they use the equipment
to conduct their business.
I am not passing judgment on the sales tax law,
the tax office or suppliers of goods, rather I am
trying to inform fellow pilots of a trap they may
get themselves into by signing the declaration
required when buying goods sales tax exempt
under Item 61 . By doing so they are taking the
responsibility off the seller and accept itthemselves. This leaves them wide open to possible
fraud allegations.
I ended up buying my radio from another
supplier, mostly because I wanted a different
product. I now look forward to using it for
some serious exploratory towing in the largely
unflown air to the north of Townsville.
Alistair Dicke
By the way, a paraglider is defined as a Class
3 hang glider and therefore a hang glider.
Unfortunately, as Craig Worth tells me, hang
gliders are considered lUXUry items, although
microlights are sales tax exempt. The same
goes for ancillary equipment. If you buy a
radio for use with an ultralight or microlight,
it is sales tax exempt (all safety equipment for
aviation use is, as far as I know).
When in doubt, ask your accountant - they
usually know the tax laws better then the
tax office employees.
Suzy Gneist
Skysa il or 3

STEVE HAM
(PWC Technical Delegate)

lthough because of excessive winds, this
was considered a bad year by locals, we
were able to fly two excellent tasks in
good soaring conditions. The previous week,
during the nationals, a number of good tasks
had also been flown. During the whole of
the PWC event, every day bar one was flyable - if not perhaps taskable. Unfortunately,
one day was called off due to overcaution over
a storm forecast, and another when insufficient
pilots took off when conditions appeared
windy and stable, although conditions
improved dramatically and would have
allowed completion of the modest task set.

A

The Area and Organisation

The terrain offered interesting possibilities
for task setting, but a major concern for most
pilots was the large expanse of trees which
often had to be crossed. Another problem
was the limitation of the Mystic launch when
the wind was strong from the west; situated
near the end of the valley it permitted only
a small downwind leg.
The alternative launch, "The Pines", has
a southerly orientation and is hampered by
airspace, therefore generally not suitable for
competition tasks. Mystic launch proved to

be of sufficient size and through careful
selection of start tarps, did not cause any overcrowding problems throughout the event.
A number of easily locatable house thermals
also provided rapid vertical separation.
Winds tended to come in very strong early
on, yet did not prove a problem, although
westerly winds caused at times unacceptable
turbulence on the transition to Clearspot.
Access to launch was good, even for large
buses. Previous preparacion of the track and
route planning ensured that the pilots ride to
launch always went without problems. The
main landing field was large and worked well
as a goal field. The turn point selection for
tasks was good, each being easily identifiable
from turnpoint photographs supplied.
Vehicles were used as vertical markers
at the apex of the start tarps where buildings
or other vertical features were not available.
Helpers during the PWC were
enthusiastic and had a good attitude towards
suggested improvements.
Briefings were handled very well by
Karl Texler, who showed himself to be an
excellent Meet Director, along with his key
assistant, wife Susan.
Timekeeping was good as were management of complaint deadlines. Weather
briefings were done by Brian Webb, who
was allowed to fly in the competition, as

Rob Whittal came 3rd overall.

All photos: Martin Scheele

his involvement as a competitor did not
detract from the quality of organisation.
His morning briefings were perhaps the best
many of us had seen, with detailed reports
from the local gliding club, temperature and
wind readings from a local microlight pilot,
wind readings from points throughout the
area and various charts from the internet.
Transport coordination by Rod Harris
was good and well planned. Goal management by Kaylee McKenzie was excellent with
no timekeeping problems even on days with
large numbers of pilots in goal.
Mandy and Fred's scoring worked very
well and we were able to present scores with
checked films the foLlowing morning.
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( , "Competition

Your ticket to
new XC horizons ...

n~ing

4

PWC Aunralia lqq8

OMEGA 4
With an impeccable race
proven pedigree the
ADVANCE OMEGA 4
represents the current
state of the art in
handling, refinement,
safety and performance
combined in a series
production high
performance paraglider.
The OMEGA 4 is not just
for seasoned XC and
competition pilots but is also
suitable for experienced
ambitioned pilots ready to
take the next step up from
a performance intermediate.
Available in 3 sizes: 25, 28 & 31 nr
For all up weights from 75 · 120 kg
Certification: Afnor 'Camp' & DHV 213

OMEGA 4 is only available
direct from the importer.
For more Information contact :
Godfrey Wen ness - PARAFUNALIA
'The Mountain" Manilla NSW 2346

Ph: 02 67 85 65 45
Fax: 02 67 8565 46
6 Skysailor

During the Nationals there had been
a number of parachute deployments, one
resulting from the collision of two PWC
pilots, Tibor Berkley and Nico Preston. The
possibility of tree landings was always a great
concern. During the PWC event, a number
of pilots landed in trees with no serious
injuries. No hel icopters had to be called
during the comp, though one was called
prior to the event.
During the competition a 2 metre
frequency was used as a safety channel
along with the official UHF channel.
As well as a free lunch, pilots arriving
at goal received a ticket for a free beer at
the local pub. A BBQ mid-week with
a live band, ample and excellent food, and
the closing ceremony buffet meal with
Aboriginal dance and a live band were the
entertainment highlights.
The pilot committee consisted of Volker
Nies and local pilot Fred Cungl, experienced
in setting tasks for other national events in
the area. Tasks worked well and took into
consideration the met information available,
hazards, retrieves and scoring.
The C ompetition
Task 1 was 89.9km, utilising the run up the
Kiewa valley after crossing Tawonga Cap,
with no landing options except in trees.
Pilots were brought back nearer to home for
the last turnpoints before goal. There were
some retrieve problems due to the wide
expanse of area flown over different valleys.
5 pilots landed in trees within 5km of goal.
Peter Brinkeby won the day.
All pilots arriving at goal were weighed
and 8 pilots were found to be ovelweight,
however, due to the inaccuracy of the scales,
only 3 pilots were penalised with the new
250 points rule. 3 pilots failed to pin in and
were penalised with the new 100 point rule.
Task 2 was a 71.7km race to goal. More
stable conditions and a less an1bitious task
with fewer tree crossings. First in was Claude
Lemaire in 3:02 hours. A total of 48 made
goal, first woman was Claire Bernier.
Day 3 was cancelled due to towering
cumulus, some congestus by llam and an
expected CB trigger time of Ipm. CBs never
arrived and the day proved flyable and
superior to the task original ly planned (a
short race with a landing time at 2:30pm).

Christian Ta mmeger accepts his t rophy.

Cla ire Bernier at the briefing.

All photos: Martin Scheele

Day 4 was called as a rest day due to
strong winds.
On Day 5 a 65 km task was set. Strong
westerly winds and turbulence prevented task
validity and the director cancelled the task.
Day 6 and a short task was set, with
conditions similar to the start of the
previous day. The task chosen was neither
interesting nor easy, but would have fulfiled
the needs of task validity under the previous
day's circumstances. Conditions improved
and became superior to the previous day
and I believe a valid task could have
been completed if sufficient pilots
P":.:J
had launched.
_
Results

Christi an Tammeger
2
3

Claude Lemaire

Robby Whittal
Women
1
Claire Bernier
2
Sandy Cochepa in
3
Louise Crandal

Instructor Required

The Linknife is a main release
that works by cutting the weaklink
It is also a backup release which
can be placed almost anywhere
in the system. The two stainless
steel blades form a V which will
quickly and cleanly cut anything
that fits into the 6mm slots,
including perlon , webbing, towline
and, of course, weaklink string of
any strength .
Only $24.50 plus p&h

•

•

Dynamic flight is expanding ! We are develaping a flight park
on the o utskirts of Ballarat one hours drive fro m Melbourne to
service this enorm o us market. We are seeking the services o f
a third instruc tor to help with this expansion .
Minimum Qualifications: Enthusiasm for flying and teaching;
Willingness to work irreg ular a nd sometimes long hours;
Advanced rating; Tow endorsement
Light weight inflatable wheels
Designed for pilots who occasionally
land on them , these whee ls serve
as shock absorbers on hard ground
and measure 200 x 50mm, weigh
450g and have a diameter of
35mm . They require adaptor
sleeves to fit them to control bars .
Only $74/pair plus p&h
(Cheaper than a new upright!)

Precision Compass
This lightweight (80g) precision
compass offers additional safety
in the air or on the ground. In
comparison to other flat compasses
this model works accurately up to
a tilt angle of approx. 35 degrees.
Only $119 plus p&h (incl. bracket)

rating; Tandem e ndo rsement; Tug m a ster e nd orseme nt
Work may include: complete tra ining of pilots to restricted
level. tandem flights, g round and aerotow endorsements,
XC tours and weekend flying trips, driving tow car, flying tug,

servicing and repairing gliders plus the inevitable paperwork.
Benefits may include: fixed annual salary or salary plus
bonus/incentives; free accommodation, company car, free
use of trike hangar
Applications are invited from interested individuals to
partiCipate in this successful business. Training to a ttain
desired qualifications can be provided to suitable applicants.
To inquire about this opportunity contact Roha n Holtkamp on

Also available: CHARLY RESCUE SYSTEMS
Incotrade Australia Pty Ltd
Attn Chris Nagel
35 Boronia Ave
Holland Park OLD 4121

Desirable Qualific atio ns: Apprentice or Level 1 instruc to rs

(03) 53 492845 between 6-9pm

Tel : 07-3219 2034 Fax: 07-3219 2035
Mobile: 0411 793 692
Email : incoa @gil.com .au
www.gil.com .au/comm/inco/flyl .html

lMawu~~

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1. Weighs only 2.5 kg
2. Totally Australian made
3. Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
4. 24 hour hotline seven days a week
5. Always in stock for immediate delivery
6. Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
7. Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes
8. Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation approved
parachute Rigger "B"
9. Free owner's manual with every parachute
1O. Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Phone: 07 38901716
Fax: 07 38901718
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This journey had been
occupying our minds
for three years - ever
since we'd returned
from our last trip to
Australia, we just had
to leave again to fly
and climb. After long
months of labour (especially on rainy days) and saving
up, we finally set out to discover the USA and Canada.

~

fter giving up our flat as well as our jobs and enjoying a last flight
from the Saleve near Geneva, Switzerland, with our friends, we
started our first long distance flight to Los Angeles. Arriving with
three paragliders, climbing gear and some essential personal items for
the following six month, it was somewhat difficult to make the customs
officer believe that we had no intention of immigrating to the US.
Our first concern was to find a cheap car that would take us
actoss the continent. We spent several days searching this great city
with its special smoggy odour before purchasing a perfect panel van.
That's how our astonishing discovery of the different aspects of
legislation on the other side of the Atlantic began.
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Whistles in the Wind

The first stage of our journey led us directly to the US Mecca of
soaring, Torrey Pines, north of San Diego. A sign at the entrance told
us, "Today is good to fly. " This information was not so much for the
pilots bur for all the tourists who might be tempted to try a tandem
flight in passing by, so to speak. Flying wasn't all that easy. Before
we could use, or even spread out our gliders, we had to pay, let's say,
some incidental costs to the wonderful shop owner. Right after the
usual "Nice to meet you", this person, resembling a safari organiser
rather than someone with a passion for flying, didn't lose any time
before explaining the different fees. After effecting a minimum
insurance of one month with the American Free Flight Federation,
we had to "hire" the take-off for the modest sum of US$5 per day
as well as buying an alarm whistle (US$4) that would allow pilots
of model aircrafts to hear us. "The method is simple," our safari man
explained, "as soon as you take off, you blow your whistle every five
seconds to warn others of your position." A quick look towards the
cliff revealed two model aircraft in the air, in a soaring range of more
than 16km, a situation which obviously required unusual attention.
Bur my philosophy tells me to respect the customs of every country
I'm travelling in, so I drew my MasterCard and we were off to soar
for hours above the ocean.
Shattered Dream of the Californian Coast . ..

After a handshake with our generous organiser we were on the toad
again, this time heading north in the hope to meet pilots that weren't
so much of the money maker type. On the heights of Malibu Beach
my senses were alerted: Where could the delicious Pamela Anderson
be hiding? As a former Apco pilot I was, of course, very much
interested in the development of silicon materials.
Having consulted the web pages on free glides before our departure,
I knew that near Santa Barbara there was a place called "El iminator",
in honour of Arnold (Schwarzenegger). Accessed over a well main-
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tained road leading through the arid hills of the coastal ranges, the
take-off area was fabulous: a terrace dug our of the mountain, a golfcourse-like lawn, picnic tables and a BBQ place. There was even a
water tap, for washing dishes, I suppose. Below, the ocean and the
beaches were covered in mist. A local explained to us that during the
hot summer months (from June until the end of August) due to cold
airflows coming off the Pacific Ocean, an inversion systematically
builds up over the Californian coast. Sun worshippers be warned:
This is not the right spor! The flight was calm, but splendid all the
same. We were told that the thermals set in in winter.
The possibilities for flying along the border of the ocean multiplied
as we approached San Francisco. However, I am not going to list all
the dunes of the region. One piece of advice only: Use an old glider
if you come to fly in this region to avoid pulling out your last hair
while trying to get rid of the omnipresent sand.
The Interior of the Country

The superb Tahoe region with its innumerable flight possibilities lies
approximately six hours on the road NW of San Francisco. The
principal sites face west, towards the Nevada desert. In orher words,
conditions in mid-August can be sort of turbulent (similar to those
at Owens Valley, for those who know). A strong easterly wind allowed
me to wirhdraw without shame. We decided to come back in autumn!
A huge fire in Yosemite National Park sent thick smoke in the
style of smog (it reminded me of Los Angeles) over us and we
continued our journey wirhout hesitation in the direction of Canada.
In Oregon we stopped to climb on the orange rocks of Smith
Rock and to enjoy a great flight from Pine Mountain near Bend.
In Washington, after meeting the local instructor, we flew near
Ellensburg. We were shown to a place which was like a natural
amphirheatre facing west. After hours of wingovers, we indulged

in a fantastic Californian
Cabernet to celebrate
wirh dignity our sudden
arrival in the Canadian
Rocky Mountains.
C ountry
of Forests

We stopped for a few
days in Vancouver to
calion some friends
before leaving for Fraser
Valley, about three hours to the east. The road to the take-off area was
rather rough for our bus, bur Woodside Mountain promised a great
evening flight. The air was calm above the deltas - of the river, that is
- and a small rhermal lifted me up to rhe last cumulus of the day.
The next day, we decided to fly on rhe other side of the valley, at
Bridal Falls. The landing area was actually rhe golf course of the village.
Despite all the signs that told us to use a 4WD on this route, we
confidently started off on the forest track that was supposed to lead
us to the take-off area. In a steep bend our bus finally spun on the
slippery gravel and for the following two hours, carrying my 20kg
of flight material, I asked myself why we hadn't bought a good old
Dodge 4WD. There are days when life is more difficult than on
orhers, and rhis was certainly one of them. We never found rhe takeoff area (only trees and yet more trees) and on our way back, I swore
to myself to always to kidnap a local pilot in future, just in case.
Small pic above: Mt Woodside, BC, Ca nada: J ust a few site restrictions.
Left: Li nda launches from Hurley Fass, Pemberton, Ca nada.
All photos by the author (please contact the editor)
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the flanks of Pemberton Valley - not private property, by the way.
A 25km race-to-goal in spring conditions: High ceiling with
beautiful cumulus and a view of the fantastic rocks. I would have
been happy to spend all afternoon beneath the clouds, but bound
by the competition I had to move on and as I sped along, my glider
made me really happy in these conditions where speed was primordial.
No, I won't give you the results of the competition, but I can tell you
that I was more than pleased at the BBQ that evening ...
In the Heart of the Rockies

As the weather got worse, we left for Golden, approximately 10 hours

Whistler's List
Whistler, a small village lOOkm north of Vancouver, is an exact replica
of Chamonix (Mt Blanc). Shops and bars are legion. Black Comb, a
mountain wellknown among skiers in Canada, seemed to be a good
choice to start off into the local thermals. We didn't reckon with the
local restrictions, though.
In order to be allowed to fly from private mountains, yo u had to
be on a list of invited persons, put together by a group of authorised
pilots. To give you a better picture of the situation: the list of pilots
entitled to fly from Groose Mountain near Vancouver consists of
14 people! The instructor of Whistler, Claude Fiset, who taught
most of the pilots in the region, is nor on the list. All this pettiness,
however, didn't keep our Canadian friends from being motivated.
On the first Sunday of September, a competition was started from
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to the east. T he roure led us through several national parks, each one
more beautiful than the other. The fauna was omnipresent, although
the bears didn't show themselves. We had to wait a few days because
of the weather, bur then D-day finally came! Apart from some south
wind, everything was perfect: Instability and an inversion at a high
altitude that would prevent overdevelopment. I was off, towards
c10udbase at an altitude of 3,OOOm. The panorama almost took away
the little breath I was left with. I tried to keep south along the
mountain chain, as the route to the north requires more altitude,
so that one risks ending up in a delicate position. After 45km and
3 hours of flying (it's not Manilla!), the south wind started increasing
and my bladder dilated, so I decided to land beside the main road.
This is definitely the best place for XC flights in alpine conditions.
The ranges of the Rockies extend over more than 500km down to
Wyoming (USA). With a good NW wind it is possible to fly very far.
We stayed in the Golden area for the above mentioned reasons
~
until the first snow starred to fall, then moved south again in
search of the heat of the deserts in October.
rill

Buyer Beurare!
JASON CALLAGHAN

had heard so much about flying in the
Eastern States of Australia, that I decided
after flying in and around Western
Australia for the past four years, it was about
time I checked it out for myself I drove my
Australia Post van some 4,000km across the
Nullarbor and after four days I arrived at my
first stop: Bright. Boy was I glad to see some
hills! I had heard only good things about this
place and was keen to experience some
Mystic Magic for myself!
I met some great people, as a lot of pilots
were in Bright for the Nationals and the Paragliding World Cup. The atmosphere was great.
and I had some good flying, although other
pilots told me that it was not as consistent as
in years gone by. Conditions were rough, the
area was bone dry and generally there was more
wind than needed for these flimsy aircraft we
call paragliders.
T found it very rough on 22 February at
about 2pm. I am happy to still be here to tell
everybody, as we can hopefully all learn something from my experience and others may feel
the same as I do about the regulations that
protect our lives!
Anyway, it was another hot day in the
valley and I had taken off, and built up my
height to 2,000m asl for the glide across to the
top of the Gold Mine ridge. I arrived with
1,200m asl which put me 200m above ground.
Just before I reached the aerial, I turned left
back into wind to chase a thermal I knew
was there. I then experienced strong lift,
around 9m/s, and suddenly strong turbulence as my glider collapsed, followed immediately by a feeling of weightlessness as I fell
forward. At the time I thought my glider had
shot over my head in a massive surge, however,
I could not see the canopy in front of me as
expected. Next thing I knew, I was falling
straight down, hard on my left side and I had
a good visual of the ground approaching fast!
One last look up to tty and find the reaction
necessary to get the wing flying again, revealed
nothing apart from twisted risers. I threw my
head down to check the ground, while thinking "This is it!" and throwing my reserve.
I felt the sudden deceleration and screamed
"Yes!" It happened fast and low, but the
reserve worked very well, and no, I didn't
have time to try out the steering wheel on it.
I landed gently in the top section of a gum
tree, 20m above the valley floor, in the only
fork that would have supported my weight.
I heard Dave on the radio, "Jase, Jase, are
you alright?"
I looked up to see my Edel Securamax
38, which incidentally was a 21st birthday

I

present from my family and which I had
repacked 5 days earlier, neatly billowing on
top of the light foliage at the very top of the
tree. My bridle was fully extended above me.
To my right and above, my main canopy was
also neatly draped over the tree. I was alive
having only received a twisted left ankle from
landing in the fork. Over the radio I was told
that it would take some time to get to me, so
I started recovering my glider from the tree.
Some two hours later I was on the ground
again thanks to Geoff for the abseiling gear
and the ride down the mountain.
Upon inspection of the paraglider, it was
discovered that 100% of the lines on the left
side had broken where the stitching creates
the first cascade down from the canopy. All
but five main lines on the right tip had also
separated at this point. A number of seams
had pulled apart, typical for such a shock
loading to a glider. On pulling the rip stop
nylon, it started to crackle and suddenly pull
away from the stitching and there was no
stopping it!
This particular glider had already seen
the end of it's useful life, before I bought
and started flying it, all of 14 hours. This
became apparent when some of the cells
along the leading edge revealed a porosity
value of 0 seconds in the centre, and 2, 1, 6,
0.8 and 0.6 out towards the tip. I have since
been told that there are two schools of thought
on porosity, however, I believe there is
probably only one real thought on porosity,
i.e. Osee = non-airworthy. Incidentally, my
reserve was undamaged.
The glider had been advertised in Skysailor
magazine for 8 months as a 150 hour canopy.
I had made enquiries about the condition of
the glider and had been assured that because
it was a personal glider, it had always been
kept in its bag out of the sun when not in use.
I had been reassured that the glider had never
been subjected to forces produced by manoeuvres such as spiral dives, spins, etc. and had
been told that the only time the glider had
been flown out of his sight had been by me.
I managed to bargain the price down to
$1,400 which was all I had, and was feeling
very fortunate that I now owned a new
glider, faster and with a more efficient glide,
like I had always wanted.
In hindsight, I feel unfortunate that this
event had to happen to me, but very gratefUl
to still be alive. I now realise that people will
tell you anything to make their glider seem the
best, but you just don't know when you buy
second hand. A Level 2 instructor recently

1'/, hours after the event rescue arrives. Meanwhile
I had already begun to get the paraglider down from
the top foliage.

told me: Buyer beware! I believe this is the
wrong attitude towards the problem since
it is rather different to buying a used car.
Other gliders have probably been sold
as this one was, no longer airworthy because
people were not following the requirements
of the Operations Manual section 9.5.2
(in regards to maintenance of paragliders)
or those set down by manufacturers or were
simply trying to get the maximum resale
value for their own second hand trash, without considering the consequences it may have
for themselves or others.
I would like to see the HGFA put into
place some way of enforcing mandatory
regular glider testing as is applicable to most
other types of piloted aircraft. A new or 2nd
hand glider should not be legally allowed to
be sold without an airworthiness certificate.
The cost and inconvenience this might cause
would be minimal in comparison to the
accidents it might prevent. Let's do something
about it now while the sport is becoming
increasingly popular. It will become more
difficult to monitor equipment standards
in the future if we don't act now! Many
countries throughout Europe already have
safety procedures in place, why don't we?
If anyone has had any experiences or
thoughts on this subject or others regarding
equipment and airworthiness, please don't
hesitate to contact me on 08 92997375.

r;j
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GRAHAM SUTHERLAND

Thennals you can see are every XC pilors meant.
Last November I was at Manilla when there was a butterfly migration
passing through. There were lots of white butterflies on the ground,
heading roughly North. They were being sucked up by thermals and
carried at least as high as us, to 10,000&. The result was visible
thermals. The butterflies were much more visible and plentiful than
the usual bits of grass, etc. At any point in a thermal you could see
from two to twenry butterflies, all seemingly flying around aimlessly,
but staying within the confines of the thermal.
As a teenager I assisted in butterfly research by tagging butterflies
for the Australian Museum in Sydney. I sent an email to the Australian
Museum with my observations and was contacted by a very excited
Courtney Smithers. He had been theorising that butterflies might
make use of natural weather phenomenons to get high and then use
high altitude winds to assist in their migrations. Here was the first
observational evidence to support his theory.
Some butterflies migrate thousands of kilometers, others don't
migrate at all. In the USA, "Wanderer" butterflies migrate between
Mexico in winter to Canada in summer, then back to Mexico. The
round trip takes one year and three generations (i.e. the grandchildren
return to where their ancestors set out from). There are also butterflies
that arrive in New Zealand from Australia every year.
So it was no wonder Courtney was so excited. He had never heard
of butterfly observations at high altitude before. Paragliders and hang
gliders are probably the only way of observing butterflies thermalling.
Planes, gliders and helicopters are too fast and disruptive.

You too can assist in scientific research and help raise the ptofile of
our sport within the scientific communiry. It must be good for our
relations with institutions if we can say that we are helping scientists
to understand nature in a way that no one else possibly can. If you
see butterflies in thermals, be as observant of them as you can.
Courtney will be most appreciative of a phone call, letter or email.
You can phone Courtney at the museum on 02 93206221
between Monday and Wednesday, Bam to 3.30pm. He can phone
yo u back so you don't have to ring up a big bill. His email address
is maxm@amsg.austmus.gov.au
The following information would be most desirable, but any
information at all is appreciated:

• Locality, date, time, altitudes, description ofbutteifly,
wind direction, direction offlight of butteiflies, approximate
relative numbers (in the air and on the ground).
• Encounters with butteiflies in thermals and their flying
behaviour (i.e. flying erratically, in circles, straight, etc).
• Encounters with butteiflies between thermals and their
flying behaviour (i.e. flying erratically, in circles, straight, etc)'
• On the ground, catch one ifyou can to identifY it exactly.
A plastic laundry basket can act as a butteifly net.
Don't be afraid to call Courtney, he's a nice guy and very
easy to talk to.

I-IGF.A merchandise
Available from the HGFA, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 Phone: 069472888 or Fax: 069 474328
• $30 Polo shirt with embroidered HGFA logo
in navy, green & white (sizes 16 to 22)

• $15 Beginni ng Coaching
(Australian Sports Commission)

• $50 Rugby top with embroidered HGFA logo
in navy, green & grey (sizes 16 to 22)

• $20 Better Coaching
(Australian Sports Commission)

• $15 Cap with HGFA colour logo in red, blue
black, navy or green

• $10 HGFA Operations Manual*

• $6 Embroidered badge (no postage required)

• $15 HGFA Operations Manual
Binder*

• $1.50 HGFA Car sticker (no postage required)

• $5 HGFA log Book*

• $30 HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video

* Replacement Prices only - These items are
issued free with initial Full Membership

• $10 HGFA Competitions Manual
• $451998 Hang Gliding Grand Prix Series video
• $5 HGFA Pilot Training Workbooks
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• $3.00 Postage and Packing
(Bulk orders sent CO.O)
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Event

Date

Venue

10-17 Oct 98

Canungra, SE QLD

Details & Entry Requirements

Contact

Entry fee: $100 (incl. map &3 films). Site fees: $35.

Tim Cummings,

Australia
Canungra Classic & SE QLD Titles

Registration & Calcutta 9 Oct. Open, B, C Grade, Masters PO Box 116, Canungra 4275,
& Ladies trophies. Requirements: Int or higher, databack ph: 0418778422, email:
camera. GPS recommended. Closing date for entries &

tim@eis.net.au

full payment 31 Aug 98 (Late fee $30).
Inaugural Sky Surfing Extravaganza 27 Dec 98-2 Jan 99

Laurieton, NSW

$5,000 in sponsored prizes. To enter you need to fly either Lee Scott ph: 02 65565265, email:
a PG or certified open crossbar HG(e.g. Mars 170, etc).

highadv@midcoast.com.au

Event based on accuracy, take off & landing skills. Covered
by media, large crowds anticipated. Entries limited to 50.
Entry fee: $50, incl. lifts & presentation dinner.
21-31 Jan 99

Alpine Open PG Competition

Bright, VIC

Registration deadline: 11 Jan 99. Entry fee: $145. Late entry Alpine Open 1999 - Paragliding
fee: $195. 8 Rounds with Sun 31 Jan reserved as emergen- PO Box 238, Bright 3741,
cy day to be used if the leading pilot has less than 4,000 pts fax: 03 5750 1153, email:
after finalised scoring on Sat 30. Closing ceremony: 31 Jan alpcomp@netc.net.au
99. 1 Group, A & B (DHV2) Grades, Min. rating : Restricted.

Overseas

I'J UK National League Final

24-30 June

SEWales, UK

15 guest place s.

John Aldridge

riii

16-21 Jun 98

Grand Bornand,

Max. number of pilots: 150.

PWCA office fax: +33450644097,

Dinosaur,

Time frame allows competitors to compete & still get to

G.w. Meadows

Colorado, USA

the Pre-Worlds in time. HQ will be in Vernal. Entry fee:

http://www.justfly.com

HGMeethead@aol.com
French PWC

France
20-27 Jun 98

US Hang Gliding Nationals

I'J

US$275 by 1 Mar, US$325 until 1 Jun, after 1 Jun US$350.

Northern Paragliding Open

riii
rii

23-28 Jun 98

PG Official Sea son Opening

1 Jul98

I'J HG Official Season Opening 1 Jul98
I'J Pre-World HG Championships 3-12 Jul98
15-19 Jul98

11th Alpen Open

I'J

Le Grand

Nordic Championships & Swedish Nationals with FAI

Jonas Svedberg, email:

Bornand, France

status. Exp. pilots welcome. Registration & further info

Jonas.Svedberg@swipnet.se

check: http://www.netconnection.se/airmail/sm

or Herman +4631445778.

Sun Peaks Resort,

Karl Buchegger,

Mt Tod, Canada

ph: + 250 578 2647

Sun Peaks Resort, 98 HPAC membership & HAGAR required.

Ian McArthur ph: 250 578 8402,

Mt Tod, Canada

email: ianmc@direct.ca

Monte Cucco,

Official Registration: 2 Ju198. One rest day will be given

Perugia, Italy

in case of 6 tasks in a row. Prize giving: 12 Jul98

FIVL hnp://www.fivl.it or
FIVL fax: +39 (0) 11752846.

Gnadenwald near Entry fee: Austrian Shillings 1,500 (US$100=ATS1,250) ,

Orachenfliegerclub Innsbruck,

Innsbruck, Austria payable by 15 Ju198. Prize money for 1st 15 places.

Ph/fax: +43 522453904.

Entry requirements available from organiser.

1st Annual Sun Peaks Air Carnival

riii I'J
riii

& Open

18/19 Jul98

Sun Peaks Resort, Free entry, everyone welcome, great prize s!

20-24 Jul 98

Mt Tod, Canada

22-27 Jul 98

Spanish PWC

I'J European Championships
I'J Colombian International

27 Jul-8 Aug 98
Early Aug 98

&

13-23 Aug 98

Championships

interactive-ad.com/hanggliding/

Max. number of pilots: 150.

Podbrezova,

PWCA office fax: +33450644097,
Dusan Svantner

3 launches, 1,200-2,400m cloudbases, big thermals & no

Carlos Rizo email:

Colombia

turbulence! Entry fee: US$100. Retrieval service: US$50.

arizo@impsat.net.co

Accom. $6-$80 pn, transfers from Cali to Roldanillo free .
Garmisch-Parten - Max. number of pilots: 150.

PWCA office fax: +33450644097,

kirchen, Germany

email: fescriba@cyberaccess.fr

Sun Peaks Resort, HPAC membership & HAGAR required. Registration fee:

http://www.interactive-

Mt Tod, Canada

Before 5 Jul 98 $0, after 5 Jul98 CDN$25.

ad.com/hanggliding/

L0kken, Jutland,

PWC special event beach race & touch & go More info

Birger Ulbrink, email:

Denmark.

at www.The18thHole.com/Paragliding/lokken98.html

BirgerUlbrink@image.dk

Dunaujvaros

Aerotowing comp, rules available from the FA!. Entry fee: HGFA 02 69474328 or Hungarian

Airfield, Hungary

6-12 Sept 98

ph: +42 1867 6051483

Roldanillo,

I'J
NZ Speed Gliding World Cup

email: ianmc@direct.ca, www:

Handicap scoring system. Registration fee: CDN$20.

Slovakia

&

1998 Women's World HG

Granada, Spain

Ian McArthur, ph: +250 5788402,

Paragliders, flex wings & rigid wings welcome.

email: fescriba@cyberaccess.fr

4-9 Aug 98
rii German PWC
I'J Canadian HG Nationals 5-10 Aug 98
World Cup X/C Speed Gliding
12-16 Aug 98
I'J Invitational L0kken 98

I'J

email: fescriba@cyberaccess.fr

Coronet Peak, NZ

US$500, inc I. 1 aerotow for each competition day, FAI

Aeronautical Association,

sanction fee, camping (toilets & hot water showers),hot

H-l093 Budapest, Lonyai u. 44,

food at favourable prices, pick up info service, free

ph: +3612170351, fax: +3612177222

participation in all official programs.

email: ordody@mail.matav.hu

Entry fee : NZ$175. 3 practice days prior to competition.

Geoff Dossetor, Paul Chisnall,
xtr7711 01 01 @xtra.co.nz
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AIRFOIL SAILS
would like to thank the local pilots
that have phoned or written to us
to express their best wishes and
have ordered replacement sails.
Thank you to our international pilots
who have also ordered replacement
sails without a moment's hesitation.
We have now decided to bring forward
the closing date of the sail loft. and
are now offering all sizes of XS·s.
Xtralites. SX'S and CSX·s. for an
incredibly low price of

$950.00
Hurry as stocks are limited
and factory closing time is imminent!

Ph: 02 4323 2944
Fax: 02 4323 3869
14 Skysaiior
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What about the Sail?
PE T ER PE N D L ETO N

anyone who has ever purchased a new
hang glider knows, operational manuals
are supplied by the manufacturer to set
out in print how to set up and maintain your glider
and what to look for when carrying out a preflight check. This will include looking for signs of
fatigue on any number of given components that
make up your glider. So far so good. But what
about the most important part of the glider, the
sail? There is no explanation in these manuals
about the optimum way to care and preserve the
longevity of your sail. Why? Probably because
the glider manufacturer is not a sailmaker.
Since I can't write on behalf of glider manual
writers, I can instead share with you 20 years of
sailmaking experience from observation of what
happens during manufacture to the use and abuse
that a glider sail encounters over its lifetime and
how to maximise the performance that has already
been crafted into the sail when it was new.
A lot of time and effort goes into the design
of a sail, so that when the final configuration is
ready for production, performance characteristics
can be duplicated from our hand crafted patterns,
so that each sail produced, is the same 1,500
sails down the track as number 1 was. Whilst it
is common practice to use computer plotting
and cutting in sail making, we tend to use it for
the less important components. For example,
because a hang glider is made in two halves, it is
of paramount importance that the mainsail, the
starting point of manufacture, has identical halves.
The beauty of what we call manual patterns,
(hand drawn!. is that we can check whilst manufacturing the mainsail, for any discrepancies
from one side to the other. Computer plotting
and cutting this vital part of a glider sail falls far
short of expectations. Having experimented with
this system and double checking the computer
cut sail over the MASTER pattern, revealed the
inaccuracy of this method.
A single sided boat sail for instance is far
less critical than a glider sail, where 10mm can
decisively deliver you a turning glider, which no
one in their right mind would ever accept from
a new product. The single sided boat sail
however would make little difference.
Tomas Suchanek's visit to our loft soon after
we had installed computer/plotting and cutting,
made it plain to everyone here that he was very
nervous about this aspect of manufacture. He
was very relieved when we assured him his sail
and every sail was being made the correct and

A

accurate way. (Tomas came 1st in the Worlds in
1991,93 and 95 using sails made by Airfoil Sails).
We do however, use the computer to plot
and cut under surfaces and leading edge pockets.
Because of the small physical dimensions of
these components, they can easily be placed on
the master pattern and calibrated properly. I can't
stress enough how important this matching of a
gliders half is, so as to avoid poor handling, poor
performance and turning gliders.
The Max range of sails was designed by
someone unknown to us, to produce sails relying
on the plotter/cutter system with disastrous
variations occurring in one side the sail. A costly
experiment that proved the fallibility of relying
too heavily on this technology. It still requires
the skills of a seasoned craftsperson to produce
a reliable and predictable sail.
We also rigorously check sail cloth material
so that uniformity is built into two halves of the
sail. Large areas of sailcloth can not be used if it
doesn't meet this uniformity. Some sailcloth has
tight edges ,some have loose edges or both.
What we demand is flat cloth and send back for
credit cloth that doesn't meet our high standards.
For many years we were opposed to the
thoughtless ordering of asymmetrical cut and
coloured undersurfaces, where customers were
more concerned with colour fantasies, than the
effect it had on the gliders ability to fly straight.
This occurred because of the different bias cut
and stretch variation imposed on one side of
the undersurface.
All these warnings fell on deaf ears, with
sails being returned and disposed of. Throughout
sail manufacture, balance and double checking is
very important for the production of a consistent
sail that performs up to its design parameters.
In this quality control area, Airfoil Sails are
world leaders.
The sewing of batten pockets onto mainsail
and undersurfaces is balanced by ensuring our
two machinists, have identically matching halves
labelled accordingly, so as to avoid two separately
machined halves being joined together.
This rigorous attention to detail ensured
consistent performance at competition level,
where results have been in the top order up
until November 1997. As readers will be aware,
sails have been made since that time by workers
of uncertified experience, and these sails have
performed poorly. In the field of sailmaking, the
sail is designed and manufactured to fit the frame,

never the other way around. The frame makers
Airfoil worked with took no active interest in the
design of the sail, as they didn't understand this
highly technical and subtle craft. In fact what
has evolved now is a frame designed to match a
sails design. A most unsatisfactory step by
anyone's standard .
The longevity of a sail will depend upon how
well an individual treats his/her equipment. With
our harsh Australian UV rays, (Australia has the
highest destruction rate of sailcloth of any
country in the world!. if you can visualise a place
like Forbes, has anyone wondered why so many
of these $9,000 umbrellas lose their performance
edge so rapidly. This is particularly true of mylar
sails. The average dacron sail will shrink up to
1>% overall which translates into 40mm of
shrinkage over the span measurement of the
sail. For king post gliders this will throw out the
length of luff lines which are set lengths, and
possibly put the glider outside of its certification .
Most gliders are feathered into the wind
whilst static on the ground, however, if you have
the zenith of the sun unevenly beating down on
one side ofthe sail, it will over time cause
uneven shrinkage which may require the
tweaking of battens on one side of the sail to
balance the distortion caused by the sun. If you
can cover your glider or avoid long periods
between set up time and launch, this will
prolong the life of the sail. The careful folding
during the breakdown of a glider will reduce
wear enormously. Stuffing the sail into itself
should be avoided.
The manual will tell you a wire replacement
should occur at 100 hours or less depending on
other factors as well.
How long before you need to replace your
sail, and for how long will it remain air worthy?
It depends on how well it has been constructed
and maintained. However, if you are looking for
performance for competition or personal
satisfaction, as a sailmaker I would recommend
every second season.
Because of the outrageous price of
replacement sails in the past, it has made it
impossible for anyone to consider. Over $2,000
for an XS or Xtralite sail is a policy designed to
encourage the sale of a complete new glider.
Glen Salmon recently put one of our new
Xtralite 137 sails on his existing frame and flew
to victory in the Corryong Cup. Glen and others
wished they had replaced their sails sooner.
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Northern Beaches Site Notice

Laurieton Site Notice
To fly in the Laurieton area,
you have to become a club
member ($10 per year). This
entitles you to full access to all
our sites. The fee has become
necessary to keep up with the
maintenance and continuing
negotiations with government
bodies to keep our many sites.
On obtaining membership,
you will be issued with a
helmet sticker, so that club
members and National Park
rangers can recognise your
currency.
Contact either Lee on
02 65565265 or Dale Davis
on 02 65597716 to join.

Top Ten PG XC flights for 97/98
235km

Godfrey Wenness
Advance Omega 4. Mt Borah, Manilla

22Bkm

Ron McKenzie

215km

Godfrey Wenness

Edel Sector, Tow Launch, Conargo

Advance Omega 4, Mt Borah, Manilla
204km

Godfrey Wenness
Advance Omega 4, Mt Borah, Manilla

197km

Godfrey Wenness
Advance Omega 4, Mt Borah, Manilla

166km

Mark Pugh IUKI

157km

Godfrey Wenness

Edel Sector, Mt Borah, Manilla

Advance Omega 4, Mt Borah, Manilla
153km

Godfrey Wenness
Advance Omega 4, Mt Borah, Manilla

150km

Fred Gungl

lolrl

Nova Vertex, Mystic, Bright

145km

French Team IFI
Edel Sector + protos, Tow Launch, Hay

Opera House and Moonee Beach - Closed until further notice
Both these sites are now off limits to hang gliding. No permission
exists within the National Parks agreements and never has,
Negotiations are under way for these and several other sites across
the Central Coast. The Opera House site is one of the most flown
sites on the Central Coast. A nearby landslip and new neighbours
who don't appreciate HG at all, have brought this to a head.
The HGFA funds the consent to fly sites within the Central
Coast on National Parks land. This could be a long battle.
Mark Steele, Central Coast Hang Gliding Club

New video on cross country flying
"The XC Files" is just over 40 minures long. Filmed mainly in the
UK, it features some star UK pilots, There's also some excellent
footage on flying in the Swiss Alps with a good air view of the
Aletsch glacier in the Rhone valley.
Find out about Darren Arkwright's views on finding the first
thermal, David Draper on airspace and landings, thermal sources
and what to look for by Steve Cook and Gordon Rigg describing
his UK record breaking flight as well as some very good explanatory
diagrams on XC flying,
Although specifically aimed at beginner and intermediate pilots,
I hope this video will even have something of interest for
experienced pilors.
Johan Anderson, intense@iafrica.com
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Now available in Australia: Gradient Paragliders

Web addresses:

These wings were designed for the up and coming pilot. All levels
of Gradient wings feature V-rib construction for better performance
and greater structural security and offer the only intermediate glider
with V-rib construction on the market today.
The gliders offer good handling and performance. 3 models are
available: OPAL (SHY standard), SAPHIR (SHV performance)
and AVAX (SHV competition).
For more information contact Germ Enterprises on 0412
617935 (w) or phlfax 0740341451 (h), emaiL' gerry@cairns.net.au

The Get Up system described in tl1e last issue of Skysailor can be
at: www.theo.it/getup with images, explanations and an order form.
Paolo Gavelli, paologgi@mbox.queen. .
Avfax with the NSW weather all in one site can be found at:
www.ozemail.com.au/~sjhop/ metar.html
Info for visiting pilots to the Newcastle club area:
http://users.hunterlink.net.au/ ~dditl/hgfacC/NHGC.htm
Ian Laltvnlanl

TakeOff! Barograph Software for MACs

The design philosophy behind the X-Act was to provide a high
of safety, with dynamic handling and excellent performance.
The X-Act has a slim airfoil, a clean form and a crisp graphic
design, all underscored by a high level of safety. Take off is flawless
and predictable. In the air you feel totally at home and in control.
Whilst thermalling the combination of safety and handling provides
an impressive climb rate, Brake travel is moderately long but enables
both playful piloting and a reassuring sensation of safety. If
get a little rowdy you'll appreciate the work the Nova test team have
put into this glider.
Certified DHVI-2, the X-Act is suitable for novices and the pilot
wishing to venture Xc. Available in 5 sizes, covering a take off weight
range 55-130kg.
ContactAlpine Paragliding on ph: 03 57551753,fax: 03
57501153 or email alpnpara@netc.net.au for further information.

TakeOff! is a new Apple Mac software for barograph data ptocessing.
It can convert data from Brauniger AV and IQ flight instruments to
computers running Mac OS. Further processing and analysing
functions for the graphs is provided (zoom, set marks, measure).
TakeOff! can also maintain a flight log. With the text editor, additional info (pilot, take-off, etc) can be entered, data is automatically
inserted in the log. Versions for ATW Skybox Max, Flytec,
Renschler, etc can be available on request. TakeOff! requires a 680XO
or PowerPC CPU and Mac OS 7.1 or higher. It is available as shareware for DM60 and can be ordered via email: eaI502@fen.baynet.de.
Registered users receive a key number to allow data transmission
from the flight instrument to the computer,
Andreas Koe/z, ea1502@jen.baynet.de
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New Nova X-Act

FAI web site moves to another server

Air Sport Commission News

The site is being transferred to FAI's own server which already hosts
the FAI on-line magazine. The old address of: www.fai.org/ ~fail is
now simplified as, www.fai.orgThe "I ~fai/" part disappears from all
the web page addresses.

Three new FAI Air Sport Commission Presidents have been elected
at recent annual Commission meetings:
Ballooning:
Jean Claude Weber (Luxemburg)
Gliding:
Tor Johannessen (Norway)
Hang Gliding:
Olivier Burghelle (France)
All three automatically become FAI Vice Presidents and
members of the FAI Council.
It was encouraging to note among newly elected Vice Presidents
of Commissions a woman hang-glider pilot, Riika VILKUNA of
Finland. FAI is a signatory to an international charter to promote
opportunities for women in sport, at the administrative as well as
practical level.
There was lively debate at all recent Commission meetings on
the need to modernise air sport competition rules so that contests
become more interesting for 'TV and the general public. Several
Commissions have established working groups to develop new
contest philosophies. Aerobatics to -music, slalom racing on hang
gliders, and "hare and hounds" soaring races are some of the radical
ideas under development.

Thierry Montigneaux, FAl Assistant Secretary General

April 1998 Air Sports International
Now on the net, this issue has a very interesting piece (in French)
written by the first President of FAI, Prince Roland Bonaparte in
1913 on the problems faced by amateur pilots then. We also have
a stage-by-stage guide on how to build your own aircraft at home,
a report by Pierluigi Duranti, President FAI Amateur-Built Aircraft
Commission> on the new regulations governing solar powered
aircraft, .a n artide on Aerobatics - The Poison Pawn - and a report
from the Paragliding World Cup series in Bright, Australia.
Details at: http://airsports.fai.org

Atul Dev, Air Sports International

CIVL Pilot Ranking Scheme
The CIVL World Pilot Ranking Scheme is now active for Class 1,
hang glider pilots and Class 3, paraglider pilots.
The rankings and list of category 1 and 2 competitions can be
found on the FAI/CIVL website at http://www.fai.org and also
(rankings only) on the British Hang Gliding League Website at
http://www. theleague.force9 .co. uk
The ranking scheme for classes 2 and 4 is ready and will become
active as soon as we receive results from FAI sanctioned competitions.
Pilots accrue ranking points by competing in any FAI-sanctioned
competition. Category 1 competitions have a coefficient value of 1
and category 2 a coefficient value of two thirds (0.66). The scoring
is based on competitions over the previous IS months (competitions
over this time scale are automatically dropped). The rankings will be
updated on a regular basis and will become a useful tool for many
Associations and pilots for selection purposes and for those seeking
sponsorship, etc. The first publication of the rankings includes the
following 199718 competitions:

Hang gliding:
World Championships, World Air Games, Pre-World
Chan1pionships, WHGS (Greece and France), Alpen Open,
Australian National HG Championships, British Hang Gliding
League Open, East Coast Challenge (USA), Sandia C lassic (USA),
US Nationals 97, King Mountain Open (USA) .

Paragliding:
World Championships, World Air Games, British Open 97, PWC
97 (China, Italy, France, Spain, Slovenia), PWC '98 Australia,
Swedish Open 97, US Paragliding Nationals.
These are all the competitions for which FAI sanction was
correctly sought.
For 1998, all Category 1 events (e.g. European Championships)
will automatically qualify. Category 2 events are other open
international competitions which have been notified for inclusion
in the FAI Sporting Calendar and for which the sanction fee has
been paid. The sanction fee is not high - simply the equivalent to
one pilot's entry fee for the relevant competition. Organisers are
reminded to ensure that their events are included at the earliest
opportunity so that pilots can plan their competition year. Already
the PWc, WHGS and many open competitions have qualified, so
those results will automatically to go forward to the CIVL Pilot
Ranking Scheme.
For further details on the ranking scheme or how to apply for
FAI category 2 sanctioning, contact Sarah Fenwick, CIVL PR coordinator e-mail·cloud10@zemer:co.uk or tellfax +44 1983 523003
(or from 25/4/98 to 416198 tellfax +441248681755).

Approved Electronic Barographs
FAI-CIVL-Subcommittee for Flight Verification would like to inform
manufacturers and users of electronic barographs that instruments
approved by FAI-CIVL-SVF for record and badge flights are
identified by specific hardware and software revisions.
Any change of hardware andlor software after the initial approval
will require requalification in order to ensure that the instrument is
still within the requirements. A list of approved barographs can be
found at: www.fai .org/hanwliding/instruments/barografhtml

Per Arne Soldal per.a.soldal@riksnett.no

New World Records
Hang Glider - General
1. Straight Distance: 86.4km
Course: Oxford to Bournemoutl1 (UK), 2017/97, Nick Chitty (UK)
Hang glider: US Aviation Corp. Super Floater
2. Speed over lOOkm out and return: 75.73km/h
Course: Euda (Aus), 9/1/98, Tomas Suchanek (CzechRep)
Hang glider: Moyes CSX-5 181 M
Previous record, 64.64km/h, 9/2/97, Rohan Holtkamp (Aus)
3. Speed over 200km out and return: 73.05km/h
Course: Eucla (Aus) , 10/1/98, Tomas Suchanek (Czech Rep)
Hangglider: Moyes CSX-5 181M
Previous record· 54.88km/h, 9/2/97, Rohan Holtkamp (Aus)
Paraglider - General
Distance over a triangle: 181 km
Place: Chamonix (F), 19/4/97, Pierre Bouilloux (F)
Paraglider: UP Escape
Previous record· 165.9km, 9/7/95, Pierre BouiLloux

Provisional World Record Attempts
Paragliders - General
1. Speed over a lOOkm triangle: 28.S4km/h
Course: Nebelhorn (D), 1115/98, Bernhard Koller (D)
Paraglider: Free-X
Current record: No record registered yet
2. Speed over a 150km triangle: 25.17km/h
Course: Nebelhorn (D), 12/5/98, Bernhard Koller (D)
Paraglider: Free-X
Current record: No record registered yet
Paragliders - Feminine
Distance over a triangle: 92.3km
Course: St. Veit, Hochstein (A), 11/5/98, Karin Wimmer (A)
Paraglider: Edel Saber S
Current record Ooint}: 50.3km, 20/7/94, S. Fenwick &]. Leden (UK)
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Hang Gliding Association of WA
The second All Clubs meeting was held on Monday, 6 April, at the
All Seasons Freeway hotel. The state committee communicated its
progress on management issues, fund raising successes (thanks ro
Phil Wainwright), progress on the attempt to get the nationals in
WA next year and news on what the clubs are up to.
On the club front it is encouraging to hear that there is a true
desire to build their facilities up so that new pilots have every
chance of getting a good fly when they want to. I believe that the
Western Soarers will have their own hangar in Wyalcatchem soon
and I believe they are working on a portable payout winch. Avon
Valley already have their own reliable 4WD tow car and have
developed a driver roster system for drivers that gives everybody a
fair chance to get a good tow.
We had a speaker talk on flying attitudes and thinking processes
during pre-flights. I have had a concern for some time now that we
are allowing cavalier habits to creep into our flying when I read
Craig Worth's reports of pilots executing manoeuvres without
providing a margin for error. Let's not make light of it by giving the
dunny seat award to someone who has done something silly with
their flying. After all every one of us has a duty of care to pass good
flying attitudes on to new people coming into the sport.
Discussions developed over the idea to move HGAWA under
the HGFA constitution. It means we can run HGAWA with a more
streamlined (and legal) administration using our own developed
guidelines for fund management and club assistance. I was pleased
Graham Wishart offered to become state administrator if we end up
going that way and I'll put a proposal to all members with a follow
up at club meeting where we can put it to a general vote.
Thanks go to those who turned up, contributed to the meeting
and printed invitations, stuffed envelopes, posted letters and stood
up and spoke.
The HGAWA committee, on behalf of all WA pilots, would
like to thank our National Operations Manager, Craig Worth, for
his recent working visit to WA. Craig made himself available to
members and was received in an enthusiastic and positive manner.
Craig's casual observation that we know how to party here is in my
opinion an indication of the healthy state of HG in WA at present.
The HGAWA committee has been assisting groups in providing
site maintenance and special projects recently. Those of us who fly
at Noondeening hill will soon see a new gate as a result of the work
by Rick Williams, Mike Thorn and Mike Ipenkendanz. We'll also
have the use of a strategically placed weather station in the not too
distant future thanks to them. This will be the 2nd weather station
available to flyers in the YorkiToodyay area as David Humphrey
and Julian McPherson have informed the Committee one installed
by Cloudbase is now functional. If you caught the segment on
Channel 9's wide world of Sport from the Hang Gliding Grand Prix
on Saturday 23 May, You'll know that, according to the presenter
Max Walker, this was the first of a regular spot.
Are our clubs and schools in a position to adequately respond to
the potential upturn in interest generated from this increased
exposure? HGFA is putting in place a process to manage inquiries
from a national perspective, but we need to make sure that we
capture as many new members as possible at the regional level while
interest is heightened. It's important to introduce potential new
members to a vibrant club and school scene quickly so that their
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introduction to the sport is as positive as possible.
Finally, the HGAWA committee aims over the next years to help
groups and clubs establish facilities for pilots. We view positively any
proposal for funding assistance on projects that benefit flying in
your area. We all pay a state levy to help manage the sport in WA
and we want those funds in areas that build up our assets: members
and sites. Ideas with merit have a good chance of success if they are
put in the form of a completed proposal with full description of all
costs and benefits, selling the idea to the general membership and
the committee.

Keith Lush

NSW Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association
The executive of the recently formed NSW HGPA (combined
northern and southern regions ofNSW) met last month to
formalise a number of issues prior to the HGFA Board meeting on
1 May. A good show of people representing both the HG and PG
pilots of NSW proved that the amalgamation of the two former
regions was up and working well.
The issues before the committee included:

• Proposed purchase ofa pennanent site (MaMo) at Forbes, NSW
• NSW Sporting Injury Insurance Scheme
• Ambulance insurance cover for individuals and organisers ofcompetitions
• Alwcation offonding to date as well as forward budgetingfor 98/99
Proposed purchase ofthe MaMo site at Forbes:
There was much discussion with the majority concerned about the
viability of purchasing and operating such a site. Many options were
put forward and it was finally agreed that a sub-committee be
established to investigate the feasibility of purchasing the land.

NSW Sporting Injury Insurance:
It was unanimously agreed that this insurance be adopted for
members ofNSW HGPA and that a small fee increase be attributed
to members to cover this annual cost. The following information is
supplied by Steve Hocking, Hon. Secretary, NSW HGPA who, in
much wisdom, has organised this insurance cover.

The NSW HGPA has been accepted as a member ofthe NSW
Sporting Injury Scheme, which is run by a Committee ofthe NSW
State Government, administered by a Chairman and 6 members (3
doctors, 3 lawyers) nominated by Government Ministers and appointed
by the Governor. Our membership is for 12 months .from 1 April 1998,
reviewed annually, and costs each ofus $10pa as part ofour State fee.
Briefly to qualifY for a benefit under the Scheme, an applicant must
be a member ofthe HGFA, a member ofa Club that is part ofthe
NSW HGPA, was engaged in an authorised competition or training or
practice as a pilot or an official for such a competition during which
he/she suffered an injury causing pennanent disability. It does not cover
simple recreational flying, nor people flying awne. Maximum benefit is
$171,000, diminishing to about $5,645 for injuries such as the loss ofa
finger (not uncommon in ball sports).
There are 14 Clubs in the NSW HGPA at present, listed with the
HGFA. Not all NSW piwts have bothered to join a Club and if they wish
to be covered by this Scheme, I would suggest they do so now otherwise
we may have difficulties establishing any claim they might have. One of
our piwts recently became eligible for maximum benefits as a result of
an accident while flying in a Club event just seventeen days after our
admission to the Scheme. And, incidentally, these benefits are in addition
to any other cover you may have while flying interstate and overseas.
To what extent non-NSW resident pilots or officials may become
part ofthe Scheme is still under discussion.
Steve Hocking
Ambulance insurance cover for individuals and organisers ofcomps:
The executive endorsed the proposal that all pilots and in particular,
organisers of competitions, consider ambulance cover for each
individual pilot participating in an event or in any activity that is

associated with an event as part of their entrance fee. The costs
range from $10.80 for three months to $43.20 for 12 months and
are available from N.I.B. or Medibank.
Allocation offunding and forward planing for 1998/99:
The amalgamation of the southern and northern regions ofNSW
also brought together the two regional accounts. This means that
the overall levy for NSW will now go to one account:
Balance brought forward 1997:
$26,861.93
Funds allocated 1997/98:
$2,000.00
Blackheath landing paddock lease
$300.00
Site work mid-north coast - Nth Brother
$2,500.00
New ramp at Tallows, Byron Bay
Christmas Hampers, landowners southern sites, NSW
$350.00
$720.00
Regrading - 2 wheel drive access Mt Elliott
$200.00
Central Coast - plan submission site improvement
$225.00
Nth Brother - turf for new launch mound
$100.00
Mid nth Coast - National Parks site development
$1,500.00
KAPC - Cross Country Clinic
$3,000.00
NSW Sporting Injury Insurance deposit
$8,000.00
Balance NSW Sporting Injury Insurance
$2,000.00
Pilot development - Paragliding pre-worlds
Balance carried forward
$5,966.93
Forecast income 1998/99:
990 pilots @ $35.00 per pilots levy
$34,650.00
Forecast opening balance 1998/99
$40,616.93
While this balance is still a forecast the committee have agreed
to adopt a plan for future funding to any applicants based on the
following percentages:
35% - Site Development
20% - Pilot Development
10% - Administrative & Government
35% - Insurance
Liaison assistance
For information on applying for funding to any of the above
areas within the NSW HGPA please contact the following:
President: Bill Moyes
Vice President: Dane Snelling
Treasurer: Glen Salmon
Secretary:
Steve Hocking
Executive Members: Ian Jarman, Craig Worth, Jim Allen
Michael Spratt, Mike Eggleton, Lisa Ryrie
Lisa Ryrie - Interclub Liaison, NSW HGPA (02) 62359060
Lisa Ryrie

particularly in the mornings, and winds tend to be light. Coronet
Peak Ski area is only a short drive from Queenstown along a paved
road, as is the landing field.
Queenstown's airport has direct flights to and from Australia.
Most international flights come into Christchurch. The drive from
Christchurch to Queenstown takes about 6 hours. The scenery
along the way is so spectacular that it's worth taking your time
should you decide to drive or take a bus. A one way shuttle bus
costs around NZ$40, ride sharing with other pilots may be possible.
Availability of accommodation will depend on the quality of
skiing at the time, advance booking is advisable.
To register, send the following entry details and fee (cheque or
bank draft) to "NZ Speed Gliding World Cup, c/o Skytrek Hang
Gliding, l18A "J'nyard Cres, Queenstown, NZ'~ Alternatively you
can make a telegraphic transfer of funds in NZ$ payable to the
"Southern Lakes Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club': Account No:
020948014031500, Bank of New Zealand, Queenstown Branch.
After 15 July entries are NZ$200. Places are limited so get in early.
The first 40 paid entries received are guaranteed a place (Max. 50).
Pilots are required to be FA! and NZHGPA members. Shortterm membership of the NZHGPA can be paid for at the comp
and is the minimum insurance cover required for competitors.
Pilots must show evidence of an advanced rating and/or an FA!
IPPI which indicates SafePro stage 5. Check our site at
http://tdtech.co.nzlfly/ for further info.

~e~f!~~~s~~o~_ ~~~ ~~~~~a!_~~r~~t~: ~~ ~~~e~_ ~~~~~~ __ ~

___ __ __

NZ World Cup Entry Form Details
Name:
Address:
Nationality:
FA! Licence No:
Advanced Pilot Rating or IPPI SaftPro Stage 5

Yes D

No

D

NZHGPANo:
If you are not a member of the NZHGPA tick here D
short-term membership will be available at the competition.

NZ Speed Gliding World Cup, Coronet Peak
The 1st WHGS Speed Gliding World Cup to ever be held in the
southern hemisphere is set to take place ftom 6-12 September 1998.
3 days of practice rounds have been set aside prior to the compo
Entry costs NZ$175 (before July 15) and includes all lift rides
to launch at Coronet Peak. Loads of prizes will be shared amongst
all competitors as well as additional prizes for the top pilots.
Queenstown, adventure capital of New Zealand, is spectacular
and while taking part in this inaugural event, you can have a great
ski holiday. Racing will take place in the mornings between lOam
and 12 noon. After that you have the remainder of the day and the
evening to live it up. This could be the most fun you've had while
at a hang gliding comp and you'll be scoring points towards a
WHGS Speed Gliding ranking.
Bring your family and friends, this is one comp location they'll
be glad to accompany you to. Sponsorship is under consideration
with airlines to provide deals on airfares and/or glider transport.
Stay in touch for more info and deals for accommodation, ski-hire
and other local attractions.
Queenstown is at a latitude of 45° south. In September, snow
covers the mountains which rise up to 6,000ft above the valley. The
valley itself, at an altitude of only 1,000ft as!, is usually not covered
with snow. Temperatures can be cool, though days are often cloudless and can reach temperatures of 15°C. Thermal activity is minimal,

Membership is compulsory for insurance reasons.
Blood Type:
Do you suffer from any medical conditions which are relevant
should you be involved in an accident? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
If so, what are they?
Hang Glider: Make:

Model:

Size:

Colour: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Year built:
Harness Colour:

Helmet Colour:

Have you participated in a Speed Gliding event before and if so,
where?
Please give a brief description of your flying/competition history:

To: Skytrek Hang Gliding, 118A "J'nyard Cres, Queenstown, NZ
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Amalgamation of the GFA and the HGFA

Women's Skills Clinic
There was a great response to the recent survey of women about the
next Fly-In with over 50 replies. Thank you to everyone who
participated, your input helps to ensure the clinic suits your needs.
The results were posted late in April. As organisers, we took into
account what was said and decided the skills clinic will be run in
when there is a better chance of more consistent flying weather. The
clinic is now scheduled from Sunday 15 March to Friday 20 March
in Canungra, sandwiched between the Manilla Open Competition
(5-13 March) and the NSW Hang Gliding Championships (20-27
March). Hopefully women will be encouraged by these events to
pop up to QLD to participate in the skills clinic. These dates may
not suit everybody, but that doesn't mean clubs can't organise their
own fly-ins to encourage more women to stay in the sport and
increase their confidence and skills.
Thank you also for noting what you would like the clinic to
cover. This feedback is important in designing the workshops. More
details about the clinic will be given closer to the date.
Barb Utech & Peta Roberts

Cairns Hang Gliding Club
The North Queensland Hang Gliding Championships got some
positive press. Here's a snippet from the Tablelander, 21 April 1998:

... and another snippet from Bruce Elliott

BIRTHS
CHAMPION
(Curline) - Perer
and Lisa are thrilled to announce
'The Champe" e" has finally
made goal. Elizabeth Ann arrived
March 2, 1998, weighing 81bs
10z. Granddaughter for Beryl
C han1pion and Ross C urline,
watched over from H eaven

1

by

Jack and Liz. Mum and baby
survived the landing, D ad still

=~
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This appeared in the Sydney
Morning Herald, 14 March 1998.
Peter Champion is well known
amongst the paragliding and hang
gliding fraternity, especially as a
brilliant organiser of past PG
Flatlands at Forbes and Hay.
Congratulations to him and Lisa!

The Gliding Federation of Australia and the Hang Gliding Federation
of Australia are now well progressed in the proposal to amalgamate.
Gliding Australia would become the organisation responsible fo r all
soaring flight in Australia.
The conclusion that it would be in the best interests of the
members of each of our organisations to amalgamate, was reached
after a series of joint meetings to investigate ways in which we could
more closely cooperate in areas of mutual interests.
We can no longer assume that inherited structures, systems and
past practices and traditions are sacrosanct. Our organisations cannot
afford to plod blindly along in the same direction expecting someone
(members, government or sponsors) to cover the costs of maintaining
an organisation just because that is what we have been doing for the
past 20 or 40 years. The reality is that we must move forward to
remain relevant not only to the changing preferences and
expectations of our current members but of our future customers.
Both groups of pilots are involved in soaring sport on aircraft
ranging from a simple aerofoil maintained by air pressure through a
range of wing and glider designs to the high performance sailplanes.
The objectives for our members remain consistent at all levels of
involvement, ranging from those that simply want to cruise about
close to the launch/landing area on occasional weekends, through to
the serious cross country pilots and competition oriented members.
There are those in both our organisations that want to do aerobatics,
those that wish to chase records, those that want to return to an imagined utopian past, those that want the sport to move forward and
those that run clubs and associations. We enjoy this diverse and healthy
range of motivations and involvement across our respective membership.
With the increased membership base of an amalgamated organisation covering all gliding, there would be the opportunity for improved service delivery to members at a reduced cost. We anticipate
that in the long run substantial savings can be achieved in the areas
of administration, employment and magazine production - possibly
in excess of $150,000 annually. We would have a stronger negotiating
base with government agencies due to it being a larger organisation
representing twice the number of members. This also increases our
pool of experienced and skilled volunteers able to assist with
technical issues or be part of representative commitrees in future
negotiations and help spread volunteer loads and demands.
We expect to achieve significant economies through the reduction
of duplicated services and costs, elimination of artificial barriers
between disciplines, improving the portability of skills between
pilots from each discipline. Access to a variety of wings by simple
type endorsement will increase participant activity levels and
opportunities through the higher incidence of some form of gliding
operation near to home. Easier transition from one type of aircraft
to another. This could result for example in talented competition
pilots or instructors moving from, say, the more physical hang
gliding to high performance sailplanes. A sailplane pilot could find
the ease of access to an after work coastal cruise in a paraglider
highly attractive as a de-stressor following a day suffering the
pressure of city life.
The potential for an increased and extended image in
promotion, marketing and membership drives is considerable. Our
sport would offer the thrill and excitement of adventure sports, the
grace, beauty and solitude of sailing the sky, the technical challenge
of XC flight and competition, the simplicity of coastal skysurfing
and behind it all the safety and confidence of respected airworthiness,
operational and sporting systems.
Gliding Australia, an organisation with in excess of 6,500
members and $1.5M in assets, will be well positioned to advance
in the competitive and new sport environment beyond 2000.
Henk Meertens

Sailplanes

SpTead YOUT 'Nings
and expand your horizons
H A R RY ME D L I C 0 TT (President Lake Keepit Soaring Club)

ang glider pilots familiar with the Manilla, NSW, area know
just how good it is for cross country flying. Lake Keepit
Soaring Club, located 26km ro the west, is even better for
sailplanes, being adjacent to the flatlands as well as ridges and
mountains, which form part of the Great Dividing Range.
Having hang glider pilots fly with us has been very much a two
way experience, with our members gaining an appreciation of the
skills and equipment involved. We are excited about the proposed
amalgamation between the HGFA and the GFA.
At Lake Keepit, we regard training, both ab-initio and cross
country, as being a very important part of our operation, and we have
a comprehensive structured selection of club gliders, ranging from
basic trainers to the very best cross country speed machines.
Experienced hang glider pilots progress through the GFA training
syllabus quickly, and booming along under clouds at lOOkt in a high
performance sailplane with an LID of over 40: 1 seems to add a new
dimension to their lives.
Niki Hamilton, a holder of women's hang gliding records and
with over 1,000 hrs experience, recently went solo at Lake Keepit,
and I had the pleasure of flying a high performance two seater glider

H

with her from Lake Keepit to Chinchilla in Queensland. She is
typical of hang glider pilots we have met in that she has good motor
skills, is physically fit and full of boundless enthusiasm.
As much of our instruction and maintenance is done voluntarily,
costs are kept as low as possible. Our off season rates for glider hire,
which apply until the end of September, range from $18 to $30 per
hour. Two seater training gliders are $24 per hour which includes an
instructors time, unless part of a structured course. We also have bulk
flying deals, whereby for $550 per annum you have unlimited free
flying time in club gliders, apart from a surcharge on the top
machines. One cost which is difficult to control is launching, and we
have to charge $20 on weekends, and $28 mid-week to tow a glider
to 2,000& using a Pawnee tug. However, a winch can also be used,
which gives a launch to about 1,200& at a cost of around $7.
I must stress that we do not seek to poach pilots from the
hang gliding scene. We cannot offer an experience to compare
with the open air thrill of hang gliding, but there should be a
greater interchange of pilots and ideas and we can perhaps offer
an alternative to those who wish to expand their sports
n
aviation horizons.
~

More and more hang glider and paraglider pilots discover sailplaning. Here Brian Webb gives his thumbs up.

Photo: D. Humphrey
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Photo: D. Humphrey

GODFREY WENNESS & FELIX BURKHARD

he Manilla Paragliding Open has established itself as one of the
best events on the paragliding competition calendar. The area is
known for its great XC flying - the current Australian Open
Distance record (235km) and numerous 200km+ flights were flown
here this season. The consistently good weather conditions in March
and flyable conditions every day in previous years comps have resulted
in more pilots coming to Manilla to enjoy a relaxed XC compo A
total of74 competitors entered, two thirds from Australia and the rest
from the UK, New Zealand, Japan, Switzerland, Germany, France
and Canada. This year also saw an increased number of female pilots
entering, about 20% of the total.

T

Round 1 - 7 Marc h 1998
50km elapsed time race to goal' Mt Borah - Cobbadah
Pilots were confronted with a relatively difficult day due to a slow
lapse rate and an inversion. Favourable launch conditions saw the
entire field get away in a short time with only one bomb out. Despite
regular breaks to 2,100m, the two lead gaggles found themselves held
up 15km from launch playing a patience game. Resultant frustrations
btought down some pilots, but at the end of the day the field was
evenly spread out and 10 pilots made goal, giving near full validiry
under the new GAP scoring system. Last year's winner, Kiwi Ross
Johnstone, came 1st, followed by promising young Aussie John
Botting. 3rd fastest in was Kiwi Gary Sands flying in his first compo
Round 2 - 8 March 1998
87km elapsed time race to goal' Mt Borah - Bingara
The weather bureau's wind balloon gave task setters a difficult job:
NE wind below 1,800m and SW above. The decision was left until
1pm and after a 300m move from the east to the west launch, a task
heading north and thus allowing for the SW wind was called.
Light conditions on launch saw a number of lesser experienced
pilots bomb out and re-fly. Most pilots though were on course within
an hour of the window opening. A light tailwind on the way helped
the lead gaggle to make a fast time, although some overclouding
slowed down the pace around middle distance. Good clouds and
6-7m/s lift to base which reached 2,750m at the end of the day, saw
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an even spread of pilots at that night's headquarter pin-in. 3 pilots
made goal. 1st Mark Watts (UK) in 3. 12h followed by Swiss female
pilot Carolyn Lansdell in 4.01h.
Comp director, Godfrey Wen ness, who launched virtually last
every day, came 3rd in 3.54h. At the end of the day, John Botting
(Aus) lead the competition before Gary Sands (NZ). Many of the
top ranked pilots were around 500 points behind the leaders and
with 6 days to go, anyone could still win.
Round 3 - 9 Ma rch 1998
56km elapsed time race to goal' Mt Borah - Bendemeer
The winds for the 3rd task were more consistent than tile first two
days. A shorter crossltailwind task with a more technical mountain
section for the final 20km was set. Most pilots who were in the first
two gaggles away from Mt Borah either made or got close to goal.
After 4pm a moderate southerly arrived, making goal impossible for
late starters and those who flew too slow. Cloudbase was 2,500m and
consistent climbs of 5-6m/s were reported. Japanese female pilot
Akiko Matsushita, best placed female for the past 3 comps at Manilla,
made goal fastest in 2.17h. Overall 17 pilots made goal. The GAP
scoring system was starting to indicate that earlybird launch points
were not worth risking and that speed was the key, with up to 300
points awarded for fast times!
Round 4 - 10 March 1998
73km elapsed time race to goal' Mt Borah - Caroda (Upper Horton)
Light southerly winds above 2,000m had task setters opt for a cross/
tailwind task. Cloudbase was forecast to be above 3,000m, however,
the temperature trace indicated a maximum thermal height of around
2,700m - a blue day. Two mega gaggles got away early and most of
these pilots made goal in fast times. Lift rates up to 8m/s were common,
as were numerous dust devils. 30 pilots made goal, with Ross Johnstone (NZ) fastest at nearly 31 km/h. Many pilots also lost their "goal
virginiry" and m uch beer was drunk that evening as a result.
Round 5 - 11 March 1998
97km elapsed time race to goal' Mt Borah - Myatt Creek (Bingara)
A strong inversion below hill height resulted in a delay until 1pm for
a task to be set. The day remained blue despite heights of2,700m

(!competition Ilymg
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being reached. Once again, 8mls lift was common rhough many
pilots also had to make do wirh light lift and play rhe patience game.
Though no pilots made goal, rhe scoring system found rhe field
spread and validity parameters to be sufficient for a fully valid day.
Carlo Borsattino (UK) flew rhe furrhest with a distance of 69km,
closely followed by Enda Murphy (Aus) and Graeme Steel (UK).
After 5 rounds, Carlo lead rhe comp from Ross Johnstone and Enda
Murphy, both just a few points behind.
Round 6 - 12 March 1998

87km elapsed time race to goal· Mt Borah - Bingara
Anorher blue day greeted pilots for a race along the same track as task
2. This time pilots were more patient, along with excellent climb rates
to 2,700m and a good tailwind. 14 pilots made goal. Brian Webb
(Aus) was fastest in just under 2.5h, followed by Alex Hofer (CH)
and Fred Gungl (Aus).
Round 7 - 13 March 1998

106km elapsed time race to goal: Mt Borah - Terry Hie Hie
Friday rhe 13th lived up to its reputation. The goal official had rwo
vehicle break downs and the task setters accidentally gave out the
wrong GPS co-ordinates for goal. Goal was an extension of rhe track
used on task 4, so most pilots realised rhe error and used traditional
navigation methods. The blue day saw heights of 2,500m being
reached with a mixture of slow and fast (5m/s +) climbs reported.
The field was spread out evenly over the course with only one in goal:
Enda Murphy in 4.5h. Brian Webb missed goal by 500m, flying
105.1km, and Godfrey Wenness flew 103.2km for 3rd place.
14 March 1998
After flying 7 days straight, a day with wind up to 30km/h prompted
the comp director to cancel the round at 3pm due to unlaunchable
conditions. A dozen of the more experienced pilots did fly and
indicated that conditions were good on course despite rhe launch
being too strong for most of the field. No one complained about the
decision and the group quickly moved into presentation night mode.

Results
Nova Vertex

AUS

Advance Omega 4

Garmin GPS 12XL

3 Graeme Steel

UK

Advance Omega 4

Hanwag Boots

UK

Advance Sigma 3

Hanwag Boots

AUS

Advance Sigma 3

Garmin GPS 12XL

AUS

Edel Atlas

Skywatch windmeter

Carlo Borsattino

Best Female
Niki Hamilton

Presentation night
The Manilla RSL club hall was the venue for rhe big night. 118 pilots
and friends attended, feasted, drank and danced rhe night away. The
organisers had intended to supply free beer and wine for an hour, but
as pilots are party animals the budget only lasted 25 minutes! Some~
where along the line rhe $2,000 in prizes and Manilla Eagle
trophies were presented.
...

Flytec 4030 GPS

UK

2 Enda Murphy

Best Intermediate
Danny Munsie
Best Novice
Rob Foster

The organisers gratefolly acknowledge the support ofthe following spomors:
Manilla RSL Club, Ampol Petroleum (Trans West distributors), vic 'n'
Tom's Comer shop, Uncle Tobys, j &M Photographics, AGFA, Manilla
Shire Council The Big Fish Centre, Manilla Flowers and Gifts, Manilla
Food Store, Blue Pole Inn Restaurant, Split Rock Video, The Imperial
Hotel, Ezy-Eye Optics, Flytec, Hanwag and Xyon Computing. Special
thanks to the Manilla SES for pilot tramport and emergency standby.
The 1998 Manilla Paragliding Open could not have been as successfol as it was without the help ofthe following team: Felix Burkhard
(scoring), Brian Shepherd (launch official), jodie Mackaway (launch
help), Amber Cocking (goal), Enda Murphy (task setting & more), Mark
\'%tts (task setting & more), Martin Carpenter (Borah Basher driving),
Rhettski Rockman (general), Bob Smith (Mr Fix It)' The competition
was organised and directed by Godfrey Wenness.
Above: View from Borah.
Left: From left to right - Enda Murphy (2nd), Niki Hamilton (1st female), Carlo
Borsattino (1st). Graham Steel (3rd) and Danny Munsie (best int).

Photos: Godfrey Wennes5
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The missing
AJ MURRAY

The 11th Worlds concluded on 9 February '98 after
a massive thunderstorm washed out the last day
of competition and provided a blessed day of rest
for the worn out competitors who had toiled hard
and long for 12 straight days of flying.
f you have ever been to Forbes or Hay, NSW, during the height of
the summer flying season, then you'll appreciate what an
exhausting time the contest proved to be. If you haven't, then the
description I can offer of the heat, dust and flies, the 150km tasks set
day after day, the tension of surviving glider-destroying thermals in
the air and on the ground, the stress of measuring your performance
against the world's best must suffice to spark your imagination into
appreciating the gruelling days of the 11 th Worlds.
This event, though marred by tragedy at the beginning, was
successful on both the organisational and competitive levels. Much
kudos to the hard working members of the Canungra club whose
efficient preparations made it all run so smoothly. It was a pleasure
and a privilege to fly with pilots from allover the world whose
enthusiasm and dedication to our sport had brought to them to
Australia to enjoy the top class flying conditions.
And yet. .. there was something missing. Several things actually some good some bad.
Not the Meet Director, who, in the person of the substantial
Richard Nevins, appeared at the right official moments to spout forth
appropriate instructions, congratulations or admonishments.
The opening ceremony, however, was puzzlingly absent. Or
perhaps it was just 'mislaid'? Competitors waited for over an hour and
a half for the beginning of the parade through town. The wait
provided a great photo opportunity for us to snap pies of each other,
until finally we marched into the main street following the local
children on their shetland ponies, the local hoons in their V8 car club
specials, the local farmers in their combine harvesters, etc.
We got a mention over the PA system as we rounded the corner
to the Vandenberg Hotel, but thereafter it rather fizzled out. Upon our
arrival in the rugby grounds we milled around until eventually most
people disappeared to the pub. I heard rumours that a speech was
made later on by someone between the local pastor and the sitting
MP, mentioning our presence in town, but didn't come across any
flyer who'd heard it.
Come nightfall and the BBQ laid on that evening was great for
getting to know everyone, good food and free drinks - excellent.
The organisers had really done their homework and benefited
from the practice gained from the Pre-Worlds. They dispensed with
the morning briefing for pilots and only invited team leaders to
receive the latest weather reports and news. While efficient, it had the
undesirable side effect of preventing pilots from socialising. You know

I
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what it's like during a comp: Each morning you find out from your
mates how they went the day before and either commiserate or
congratulate, deals are made, gossip exchanged, friendships grow.
Being a towing meet, we were somewhat isolated out in the
paddock from all but the neighbouring teams. At Hay, the morning
briefings had provided a fun meeting place for everyone, as well as
a cool place to wait until it was time to go out to the paddock; and
usually there was a video to watch or notices to read. At Forbes, this
opportunity was absent. The comp progressed so smoothly there was
no need for pilots to attend briefings. This was good for some, like
me, who are late risers, but bad for others who are more gregarious in
the morning.
The 'rest day' was another ambiguous missing item. Day after day
it was sunny, blue and hot. Day after day we washed the grit out of
our eyes in the morning, forced some breakfast down despite the
heat, and packed up the cooler bins with ice and drinks before
heading out to the dusty paddock for another day of dust devils.
The season had been pretty windy so far, so we weren't too surprised
to get a couple of strong wind days. These marginal flying conditions
for some of the less experienced teams caused some grumbles, but
proved to be valid comp days. Other days were just plain cooking:
Temps up in the high 30's when you couldn't touch your battens without gloves and the ground was so hot you had to wear shoes.
A front loitered in the south after Day 5 but didn't provide a cloud
'til Day 7 when only high Cirrus eventuated. This reduced thermal
activity sufficiently ro be frustrating, but didn't deter the guns.
Day 11 had the most interesting cloud development, with CB
around 7,000ft near the paddock. Clouds with classic dark flat bottoms,
some danger of overdevelopment early on but with skies gradually
clearing as the day wore on. Day 12 started well, but thunderclouds
to the SW increased in intensity in the late afternoon until all
competitors were forced down before the gust front hit with gale
force winds and torrential rains.
A blessed day off was had on Day 13, but we missed meeting our
favourite paddock marshals who were usually unrecognisable behind
hats, sunglasses and bandannas to ward off the sun and flies and with
whom we engaged in lighthearted banter as we carefully took our day
board photos (from the right height and angle of course, Zupy) and
considered the task options (Will it be the blue task today? Maybe the
white? Then again, perhaps it will be the towel task!) .
One missing item that no one was sorry about was the 'change
ends dance'. The tedious packing up to change to the other end of
the paddock when the wind is switchy and fickle . We only changed
ends once and then it was early enough in the day not to be too
much of a problem.
Which reminds me of another thing: This comp was really two
competitions - the A paddock and the B paddock - or the car tow
teams and the aero row teams - or the rop guns and the rest. Quite a
gulf between the 2 sets whichever method you chose to divide them
by (it was about 2km between the paddocks). The meet director and
his committee had a tough job in the first place deciding who would
be allocated to which paddock and they appeared to settle on putting
the top seeded teams together in the A paddock and the unseeded

ampionships
teams (or simply odds and sods) in the B paddock. As it turned out
perhaps the B paddock was the safest place to be ...
For the record, there were 26 countries represented in this comp,
with 146 competitors. Not a bad number and pretty close to the size
of the Hay and Forbes comps over the last couple of years.
What was notable at Hay this year was the absence of Tomas
Suchanek. He was also conspicuously absent from the top 20 in this
World comp for the first 3 days. Given his dominance of the sport
for the past 3 years, everyone was commenting on it and wondering
if he was spending too much time in sailplanes. Nevertheless, he
clawed his way back up to 4th spot by the finish - ptoving that he
still has what it takes if he applies himself. Look out Guido, the
deposed King may want his crown back!
Also puzzling was the missing performance of the Aussies, considering that this was their horne ground/air; and of the Americans who,
I understand, have sim ilar flying conditions. Rohan Holtkamp held
our end up at the finish to corne in at 15th with the first American
14th. With the Euros being so dominant this time around we lesser
mortals took some comfort in cheering on the underdog in the
person of Oleg Bondarchuk (runner up twice this year to Guido) the talented one man team from Ukraine battling against
n
the might of the Germans, Austrians and Italians.
al
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Based at lIIawarra Regional Airport, we are the
closest full time trike school to Sydney.
We stock:
• New and second hand Airborne and Pegasus trikes.
• The full range of Comunica intercom systems including
the super-lightweight Kevlar "Beta" helmet.
• High-gain all stainless kingpost aerials.
• The ultimate lightweight fully galvanised trailers.
• Plus just about everything a trike pilot needs.

PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor)

(02) 42941031 (office) 0418 603009 (airfield)

beginners perspective

ANDREW KENNEDY
entered the Canungra Classic for the first time in 1997
knowing zilch about competitions and had a really good time.
My only other competition flying has been our very low key
Rainbow Beach Christmas compoI only entered tile Classic
because one of my mates talked me into it and then
piked out, but after a week of flying, I was
extremely glad I had been pushed along.
I won't go into the details of
each day's flying, bur I
finished in about 36th
place (it may as
well have
been
136th).
Looking back over the high and low points: I was absolutely
stoked to climb our from a low save at Beechmont when the guns
weren't prepared to launch. "Davo" had just tried the scoot over to
prison farm ridge trick and failed. I had seen Drew Cooper do it
on light days with a touch of north in the wind direction, so when
the sun popped our for a few minutes on the ridge after Davo's
attempt, I tried it and pulled it off. Next thing, I saw gliders

streaming of the Beechmont take-off and it was all happening.
Every pilot should get to enjoy at least one
moment like this.
Too many days I got up and instead
of carefully picking my way towards goal
I wanted to get there fast and flew
out of the sky, missed photos
or took unnecessary risks
with the height I
had gained.
This

time on the ground to contemplate my errors for
next years assault on the classic.
Any pilot who thinks they may enjoy comp flying
and have the entry level skills and equipment, don't hesitate
this year. Once out of his/her original shape, a pilot never
returns to the previous one.
Pilot: Darren Todd. Photo: Charlie Wooletencroft
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TEAM AIRBORNE

The NSW State Titles were an eye
opener for many pilots. Airborne's
Paul Mollison (Mollo), John Heymans
(Horse) and East Coast Hang
Gliding School's Jason Turner were
nicknamed by the rest of the field
"The Floater Boys" and showed
all what can be achieved flying
competitions in slower hang gliders.
omp director 'Billo' had asked the Floater
Boys if they wanted separate easier tasks
set. The Floater Boys declined.
Manilla turned on excellent conditions
for tasks of over lOOkm, including a 65km
triangle day. Jason placed in the top ten on
the triangle day. Overall results saw Floater
Champion Horse place llth, only 36 points
off 10th place. Jason came 13th and Mollo
23rd. With 48 pilots entered this meant all
the floater pilots came in the top half of
the field.

C

Floating Away
It was quite obvious during the comp that
the Fun floaters had a very good sink rate
and could easily climb thtough the pack and
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get up from lower altitudes. Jason commented
that it was funny to see some high performance pilots following the floater's
zigzag on the marginal days.
Mollo found it was amazing to see pilots coming
home with injuries from
nil wind landings in their
high performance
gliders when the only
injury the Floater Boys
sustained was when he
caught his finger in
his XC bag zip.
Back at the pub
it was clear who was
having all the fun and
who was getting all the
pressure. Dick Heffer, an
accomplished comp pilot,
was having a bad time early
in the piece and took up Mollo's
offer to fly a Fun for one round.
Dick had his best flight of the comp
and doubled his score.
There were 3 floaters and 3 topless
gliders in the compo Interestingly, after an
open distance task, both Horse and Jason
had flown further than the topless gliders,
but not only that, the gliders that flew
further were only 20km in front.
A Happy Horse
Horse has always flown well. He lands his
Shark as good as anybody. "Manilla was a low
pressure comp for me," he said, "landing high
performance gliders on those nil wind days

still requires even the best
pilots to concentrate and
get the timing spot on.
Not so in the Fun,
landing was always
a cinch. Even getting
low and hoping for
that low save was less
of a problem because
there were more landing options. When the
low save presented itself," Horse said, "I could
work it so much easier
than in other gliders."
After hearing all the
comments from the Floater Boys
it came as no surprise when Horse
decided he would not hang up his hooves,
but would become a full time Floater Boy
(or Horse). Money on it that he still gives
most of the Newcastle club guys a touch
up in the weekend comps.
Class In Comps
For the sake of the sport we need to push
for more classes in competitions. We also
need to encourage pilots old and new to fly
gliders that are easier or more user friendly,
not only for the sake of safety but also n
for the sake of fun.
ILl

Flatter than the
Flatlands I998
JORJ ADAMSON

There are not a lot of reasons your average person
would choose to spend their Easter break in the small,
flat and sleepy farming town of Birchip in Victoria's
North West. For a hang glider pilot, however, there

up to the main feature "Twister", which illustrated just how mild
Australia's dust devils really are!
It was strong, gusry winds that cancelled Monday's flying.
Surprisingly, the paddock was dry as a bone despite an inch of rain
(the first in 4 months) the day before. Flexible volunteers from the
CFA enabled organisers to bring the CFA BBQ and presentation
forward, so everyone could hit the road earlier than normal.
Congratulations to the following pilots who won places and
especially Tony Lowrey who, although entered in B-Grade, actually
beat the A-Grade pilots too. Fantastic effort.

is one fantastic reason - the "Flatter than the
Results

Flatlands" hang gliding competition.

T

is competition, now in its 6th year, is a wonderful first step
into the comp circuit. A GPS is definitely an optional extra,
you get penalised if you use a databack camera (there are no
turnpoints or start gates) and at only $50 entry fee, you have nothing
to lose. There is no better opportuniry to fly with and learn from
so many other pilots with such a huge pool of experience.
Some treated this comp as a big fly-in, whilst others took the
opportuniry to go head to head with their peers in a serious attempt
to discover who's the best. All had a ball and every entrant and driver
really did win a prize. Granted, some of the prizes, like the very
attractive gorilla slippers, you would not actually want to win,
however, others, like the Danny Scott flying suit, were definitely
worth batding for.
Birchip is well known for its fantastic flying conditions, but
unfortunately at this year's competition only cwo out of the four
days were flyable.
Friday saw 14 pilots out of a field of 53 make goal after an
85.5km task to Manangatang in a light southerly. Alan Beavis,
Brent Telford and Trevor Sangster were first in with respective
times of 154.5, 156 and 163min.
Close to nil winds in the tow paddock made landings interesting,
so at least those who had difficulry leaving the paddock were
entertained by some an1Using "arrivals" ftom surrounding pilots.
Saturday provided another opportuniry to practice near nil wind
launches and landings, this time with a light NNW breeze. Mild dust
devils and farmers burning off stubble in their paddocks provided
good thermal indicators, as did the multitude of pilots along the
55km course line to the huge merropolis of Litchfield (OK so it's a
silo). 18 pilots made it, with Tony Lowrey (l32min), Colin McCrae
(l34min) and George Kambas, Ian Rees and Marlies Eicher all
coming equal 3rd in a time of 137min. A special mention must
be made of Trevor Sangster who, after complaining that the task
was too short in the tow paddock, landed 1km short of goal!
Rain on Sunday prevented us from flying, but enabled those
willing to show their prowess at volleyball, basketball or table tennis
in the Birchip school gymnasium. It's true, the only injuries sustained
over the comp occurred at the stadium (fingers, egos, etc). Damn
dangerous sporr that volleyball.
Sunday night was the inaugural free grog and video night.
Wallace and Grommit's "A Close Shave" provided an exceLlent warm

1

Tony Lowrey

1,901

2

Brent Telford

1,840
1,807

3
George Kambas
B Grade
Tony Lowrey
2
Marlies & Peter Eicher
Peter Davies
3
C Grade
1
Gavin Nicholls
2
Derek Robinson
Phillip Cambell
3

1,901
1,729
1,690
1,195
1,177
1,154

Thanks must go to South Australia for allowing us to kick their
butts again this year in the inaugural VIc/SA challenge. Now if we
can just get the AFL Cup as well ...
Congratulations are in order for those pilots who achieved
personal bests or made goal for the first time. There were some
very happy people at goal again this year.
To say this competition is popular is an understatement.
Our team received four phone calls from desperate pilots trying
to plead/beg/bribe their way into our team.
Places are limited so you'll need to be quick when entries
n
open in December 1998 for next year's competition.
aJ

Ofcourse, an event like this doesn't just happen, it takes a great deal of
time and effort and in this competition all ofthe organisers and officials
give their time for fee (that's why it's such a low entry fee).
Special thanks to Warwick "Guru" Duncan, Comp Director
extraordinaire (to illustrate just how relaxed this comp is, Warwick is able
to fly in it himself). Thanks also to Alan (Beavo) Beavis who has to do a
lot ofadministration for the event just because he happens to flat with
Warwick. Beavo is also a one man weather bureau and task committee
during the compo Thanks to Wes Hill for finding time between drinking
Strongbows to do the scoring, Carol Binder and Barrel Girl Nicky for
their help, the Birchip Lions Club and CFA without whose generosity the
competition would definitely not happen, Jan and Ann McClelland for
once again allowing us fee reign over their prime real estate, Mick Hogan
for the use ofthe back room ofthe Birchip Hotel Don Rottman and
Peter Lissenberg for creating, in a couple ofdays, the best T-Shirts ofthe
season, our generous sponsors Dynamic Flight, Aussie Skins, Moyes Gliders
and Airborne and, ofcourse, all the drivers who always give so much.
Flatter than the Flatlands www.users.bigpond.comlwarwick.duncanl
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l ,andings
WARWICK DUNCAN
e've all seen them. Those pilots that make landing look
really easy. It doesn't matrer what the size, shape or
obstructions of the paddock may be, they always come
in calm, cool and collected. No high banked turns, no last minute
corrections. So much time to do everything. They always end up
with a nice long final with lots of extra speed for cutring through
turbulence or (for the show-olE) thrilling the crowd with a whistling
ground effect approach.
Then there's the rest of us. Don't get me wrong, sometimes it all
comes together for us too when we're at the right place and time and
come zooming in like the guns ... sometimes. But we've all been in
the bomb out paddock watching someone completely botch their
landing approach, too high and too far up the paddock, doing ever
more desperate 5-turns and fast running out of options. Everyone on
the ground goes quiet, waiting where this poor soul will end up and
hoping it's not the powerlines.
Wouldn't it be great to have a versatile and foolproof landing
system that can be applied to any situation and works every time?
A system that puts you in the right place at the right time every time,
ready for that long, fast final? It's called the Aircraft Approach.
"Is that all!" I hear you say, but unless you are one of the "landing
guns" (in which case you already use it, even if you aren't aware of it),
then maybe you should have a fresh look at this approach and learn
how to develop it into a reliable landing system, a template that can
be applied anywhere. If you say "I don't need to learn this because I
fly down the coast," I would argue the point that the last section of
an 5-turn approach is an aircraft approach with a long base and a very
short final. So if you move inland from the coast or visa versa it's just
a matrer of adjusting the system to fit. Versatility is the key.
Humans are preny lousy at judging distances. Our binocular vision
only works up to a distance of about 50m - beyond that it's just guesswork as things get smaller. Fortunately it turns out that human eyes
and brains are excellent at judging angles. So let's look at a system
that allows you to land using angles, that can be repeated over and
over until it's second nature, that requires no turns beyond 90 0 and
allows you to always turn in towards your landing point so you never
lose sight of it. Best of all it's logical and predictable so everyone on
the ground and in the air knows exactly where you're headed.
Of course, if you're already flying hang gliders then you must be
landing, right? You already use a system of sorts (even boating about
aimlessly is a system, I guess) and it may be necessary ro move ourside
your comfort zone in order to learn something new. I recommend the
following should be practiced at a large and unobstructed landing
site. Once you're familiar with it, you can take it away and apply it
anywhere. Believe me, it will be worth the effort.
Here is a step by step lesson on how to develop your very own
landing system.

W

1. Pre-planning
Stop off at your landing paddock and have a look around. Of course,
if you're towing, you're already there. Look out for obstructions as you
normally would, but look at it with an aircraft approach with its downwind, base and final legs in mind and decide whether a right or left
hand approach might be more appropriate. There's almost always a
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preferred direction to approach any given paddock. Choose the
direction that brings you over the lowest obstructions and, if the wind
is crossed, that will give you a base leg that's slightly headwind rather
than slightly tail. This last point ensures that things tend to happen
more slowly. A compromise between these two factors may have to
be reached. Next, grab your altimeter and zero it.
This pre-planning can be done from the air as you become more
familiar with the technique and checking out your landing paddock
from the ground will not always be possible.

2 . Preparation (above 800ft)
By whichever method takes your fancy, take off and fly over your
landing paddock. Preferably for your first atrempt I would recommend between 800-1 ,500ft. Find a spot on the ground that you are
going to try and nail as your landing spot. Make it something you'll
be able to see for your entire approach. This is your "aiming point".
Now find a point about 100-150m from the aiming point in a
direction at right angles to the wind (Fig. 1). Picture a point 300ft
above this. This imaginary point, floating 300ft in the air and offset
100-150m from the aiming point is called the "entry point" which is
where you must enter your approach.
Next, as you float
aiming point X
X entrypont
serenely
over the paddock,
300ft (1 00m)
still
with
plenty of alti_ 1 0 0.150m _ _
tude, trace out a downwind, base and final leg
on the ground starting at
downwind leg
final leg
your entry point and ending at your aiming point.
You won't necessarily
follow this track exactly,
but it will give you an
base leg
Figure 1
idea of whether you will
have to shorten or lengthen any particular legs to avoid obstructions
or whether a left hand approach may be more appropriate than a
right hand one. If this is the case, place your entry point out the other
side and go through the process again.
This may seem like a lot to do, but in practice it will only take you
a matrer of seconds. Also, the more planning you do up high, the less
you have to do down low where things start to happen much faster.
This is why the guns are so relaxed coming in - they've already done
most of the work!
3 . Heading for the entry point (800-300ft)
The next bit takes discipline. That's because there are any number of
things you can do once you've worked out your approach and you fly
through the entry point. If winds are light, sometimes it feels right to
do nice lazy 360's over your entry point until you are down to 300ft.
If winds are stronger you may find it easier to "park" over it into wind
as you slowly come down. Whatever feels appropriate. What takes the
discipline is that you must end up at your entry point at the correct
altitude. Enjoy the view, keep an eye on the wind direction, but don't
become too distracted, because if you end up at 300ft in completely
the wrong place, everything will fall in a heap.

For is first flight use your zeroed altimeter to judge 300ft above
the I ding paddock (all heig ' ts in this ,ide are with respec to the
landing area). I certainly don't recommend people to always start their
approaches purely on what their altimeter says, but for this initial flight
use it to get an idea of what 300ft "looks like". During future flights
use the altimeter less and less and your judgement more and more.

for a nice safe finallapproach. If you w t, you can start the last turn
j ightly higher and come in with eve >1TIore speed. Whatever you feel
is appropriat , given the conditions and who's"'watching!
This places you on final, fast, straight and lined up on the aiming
point and into wind. It is also where this discussion ends as the
mechanics of the landing itself are beyond the scope of this article.

The po rtable template
4 . Entering th e app roac h (below 3 00ft )
The next thing to do is practice, preferably at the same site and on the
Approach your entry point heading downwind and as you fly through
same day. Try for consistency and let those angles sink into your head
it, pull on some speed. You are now on your landing approach and
until they look familiar. Wean yourself off the altimeter as soon as
you should consciously "switch on" and concentrate. Maintain this
possible. Try right and left hand approaches. You should become just
excess speed all the way until you are in ground effect.
as comfortable with both, but remember that there's almost always a
As you begin your downwind leg, look at your aiming point. This
best way to come in. This consolidation is very important.
is important and a better way of describing it would be to "fixate" on
Finally, take away your mental template to a new site. Beware the
the aiming point. If you look right at the aiming point and keep looktrap of flying only one site and believing you are using a transportable
ing at it as you fly along your approach, you'll find that the world
landing system when you're really just landing on visual
moves with respect to it and you can begin to judge your
IN A NUTSHELL
cues specific to that site. At a new site, repeat your
glide. In this situation your brain is seeing angles that are
Above 800ft:
preparation at altitude (Step 2). Trace out various
changing in a very dynamic manner due to your motion
1. Pick aiming point
approaches on the ground until you find the one that
and this will give you the cues for when to turn on to base
2. Apply template to fit
will work best. Bleed off your height to 300ft, then
and again on to final. This is why the approach starts
3. Choose entry point
come in using those familiar angles. In fact, it's amazing
offset from the target. If your entry point was directly
8OO-3OOft
how familiar an unfamiliar landing paddock can be
over it, you'd be looking straight down on the target and
1. Bleed off height
when you have a system.
there would initially be no angles, so your brain would
2. Keep an eye on
have nothing to calculate with. Once you'd flyaway
the wind direction
Variations and problems
from the target angles are created again, but this method
3. Pa ss through
Landing down the coast requires some variation. You may
would be definitely more difficult than starting offset.
entry point
have to fly out of the lift band in order to bleed off height
In theory you would stare at the spot, like an eagle
Below 300ft
(probably over the water). Once you pass the entry point
diving for a rabbit, all the way in and never divert your
1. Pull on speed and
you will most likely fly a long base leg with a short final
attention for a second. In practice this is not a good idea
start approach
into the wind. You may find that a downwind leg is not
since there is a chance you might fly straight into
2. Fixate on aiming
even required. 300ft may not be an appropriate starting
something while looking at your target! When you
point
altitude if it is a small site and conditions are smooth. In
created your landing template up high you should have
3. Adjust approach
this situation, consider a lower entry point.
got an idea at which points in your approach you'd have
legs as required
Towing can also fool people new to the game. Quite
to watch out for obstacles. Glance ahead at intervals to
Sideslip carefully
often
you have to set up right near the rear fence. Again,
make sure the way is clear, but make the effort to fixate
if necessary
in
this
situation, it's much easier to have a long base leg
back on the target. This is the key to really accurate spot
4. Nail the spot!
over the rear fence, then a short final into wind.
landings. Concentration and discipline.
Also, in the flatlands you can often land anywhere - so you do!
The visual cues you're getting from looking at the aiming point
will tell you when to turn from downwind to base leg. If you appear
Discipline yourself. Make every landing a spot landing. Find a feature
in the paddock and use it as your aiming point and every landing you
to be sinking out with respect to your aiming point, then cut the
do will improve your technique. It may even cheer you up, bombing
corner. If you're too high, then extend the leg or, if you are comfortout knowing that at least you nailed that weed you were aiming for!
able doing so, add a little bit of sideslip to the turn (if you're unfamilHowever much you distort and change your template to suit the
iar with sideslipping then practice it higher up).
coast, towing, the mountains - it will still work. Every time you land
In a worst case scenario a thermal may break off giving you lift
you'll build on what has gone before. After a season of consolidation
right along your base leg. In this situation you may have to continue
you can even start to tighten your approach a bit with a lower entry
right along past where you would normally make your final turn and
point and a smaller approach (note that the angles will remain the
then double back. You would then be shifting into more of an S-turn
same, but things will happen faster and there's less room for error as
approach with all its inherent drawbacks (greater than 90° turns, a
the ground gets in the way. Also, higher bank angles mean the lower
tendency to "creep" up the paddock), but the key is to have options
wing may obscure the aiming point in turns) . This can be fun to pracand this system provides them in abundance. Remember, this is a
tice in winter or in other very mellow conditions. In rough air, though,
worst case situation. What we really want is an approach with only
300ft is plenry low enough no matter how experienced you are.
two 90° turns.
At least 50% of the bad landings I've seen were caused by bad
So you're ready to turn from base to final. As with the previous
approaches. So if you have poor landing approach skills and you
turn you will see from the changing angles whether you're under or
develop a system that works, expect at least a 50% improvement in
overshooting. Again, either cut in or extend the turn to line up the
the landings themselves. Surely this is motivation enough! So there
spot. Sideslipping on this turn should be done with extreme caution
you are: Warwick's guide to the Aircraft Approach. I don't claim to
as you're now quite close to the ground.
have invented it and no copyright applies to this technique.
Since you have been carrying extra speed right around the
You can't be sued for using it. Safe landings for all!
approach and judging the angles with it, you should be all lined up
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JAMES FREEMAN

recreational activity like hang gliding can pose significant risks
of injury or death. Helmets on the market today offer varying
degrees
of protection. With this article I would like to provide a guide on
how helmets work and what to look for when choosing one.
You need a helmet whenever you fly. Almost all pilots will crash
eventually. Even a low speed crash can scramble your brains. Gravel
rash and broken bones heal, brains ohen do not. Exact figures are not
available for hang gliding, however, research shows that 90% of
cyclists' brain injuries can be prevented by a properly fitted helmet.
Although helmet use has been shown to reduce head injuries
significantly, there are limits to a helmet's protective capability. No
helmet can protect the wearer against all foreseeable accidents. Injuty,
death or permanent impairment may occur in accidents which exceed
the protective capability of any helmet. Use your superior judgement
to avoid situations where you will have to use your superior skills and
perhaps your superior helmet.

11
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Head injuries aren't caused by speed, but by the sudden stop when
the head hits a hard surface. The way to prevent the injury is to bring
the head (and brain) to a more gradual stop. A helmet reduces the
peak force applied to the head in a sharp impact. The force applied to
an object can be calculated from the equation: F = m a
where F = force, m = mass, a = acceleration.
As acceleration is the rate of change of velocity we can write:
a = N - V)/r where Vi = initial velocity, Yf = final velocity, and
t = time. Hence, by combining these two equations we can write:
F= m

CVr- Vi)/t

In a crash situation the initial velocity (Vi) is whatever speed the
pilot's head is moving at. The final velocity (Yf) is o. Thus the
equation becomes: F = - m Vi / t
As both m and Vi are constants (i.e. fixed and unchangeable) we
have: F = kit or F = lit
This equation is at the heart of how a helmet works and simply
states that the force in a deceleration is inversely proportional to the
time taken for that deceleration to occur. The only variable in a crash
situation is the time the change in velocity occurs over, as this
determines the deceleration and hence the force applied to the head.
If we can increase this time by a factor of 2, the deceleration (and
thus tile force) is halved; If we can increase the time by a factor of 4,
the force is reduced to 25% of what it would have been without a
helmet. A human brain can withstand approximately 400G without
ill effect. 400-700G cause concussion with a variable period ofloss
of consciousness. Over 700G results in permanent brain damage.
To increase the critical time over which deceleration occurs
requires a material that brings the head to a safe stop by gradually
crushing under load. It should not bounce back too quickly. If it
does, the energy stored by crushing will be released and it won't
protect us as well.
It also needs to be thick enough and stiff enough ro not totally
collapse (bottom out) before our head comes to a stop. A material
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which can do this was developed in the '50s, and today nearly all
helmets do this with expanded polystyrene (EPS), the same foam
used for Eskis and packing electronics.
Once crushed, the foam does not recover. Spongy foam is added
inside for comfort and fit. Another foam, expanded polypropylene
(EPP), does recover, however, it may have some undesirable "rebound."
A stronger EPS called GECET appeared in 1992 and is also widely
used. A third foam called EPU (expanded polyurethane) is used for
helmets made in Taiwan. It has a uniform cell structure and good
crush without rebound, but is difficult to manufacture and not used
much. The desired effect is that instead of your head coming to a
near instantaneous stop, the crushing of this foam slows the head
down over an extended period of time.
But what if the surface we hit is not flat? Rounded surfaces
concentrate the force of the blow in a smaller area. The smaller the
radius, the greater the concentration. To compensate, we can add a
hard outer shell to spread the force over a wider area and reduce the
concentration, or we can increase the stiffness of the crushable
material to prevent it from collapsing, or we can make the crushable
material thicker, or a combination of all three. The hard shell will
make the helmet heavier. If the crushable material is too stiff, it might
not crush enough when it hits a flat surface. Thickness has to be
controlled in order to wear the helmet comfortably. Each of these
effects the usefulness of our helmet.

ttI~a t z?l'e (71 ~e&ret c/o Ilfeeel?
A helmet consists of an outer shell, crushable foam, a comfort liner
and a retention strap system. There are at least four critical elements
that effect a helmet's protective properties:
1. Impact management - how well the helmet protects against
collisions with large objects.
2. Helmet stability - whether the helmet will be in place, on the
head, when it's needed.
3. Retention system strength - whether the chin straps are
sufficiently strong to hold the helmet on throughout an impact.
4. Extent of Protection - the area of the head protected by
the helmet.
The EPS foam layer is absolutely critical to impact management
as explained above. The thicker the layer of foam, the greater its
ability to absorb impact forces. The firm rubber found in some
helmets is a very poor substitute and not recommendable.
The shell also plays an important role in impact management it:
1. holds the EPS together during impact/s;
2. helps prevent objects penetrating the helmet and spreads the load
to the foam; and
3. helps the helmet skid easily on rough surfaces to avoid twisting
your neck.
Obviously a helmet must stay on even if your head hits more
than once, so it needs a strong strap and an equally strong fastener
that cannot be accidentally opened. The comfort liner and straps help
hold the helmet in the correct position. With the strap fastened, you
should not be able to get the helmet off your head by any combination
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of pulling or twisting. If it comes off or slips enough to leave large
areas of your head unprotected, adjust the straps again, add some
padding or try another helmet. Keep the strap comfortably snug
when flying.
Open face helmets generally represent an acceptable level of
ptotection for your brain, however, they provide less pro tection fo r
your face. Full face helmets offer some extra facial protection at the
expense of extra weight, decreased peripheral vision and perhaps
decreased hearing and tactile sensation.
It is also very important that they fit firmly. I was unfortunate
enough to have to attend a recent hang glider lock-out incident in
which the pilot impacted face first. T he impact on the chin guard led
to the helmet rotating downward causing the pilots sunglasses to
shear his nasal bridge off, later repaired with plastic surgery. Of
concern is the extra leverage of the chin guard on the neck, especially
some designs in which the chin guard is an excessive distance in front
of the chin.
Bicycle style helmet vents m ean less foam in contact with your
head in a crash , which could concentrate force o n one point of your
skull. T hese vents are designed to dissipate heat which is not always
optimal fo r hang gliding, where staying warm is often the mai n
concern. T hey also tend to have very thin shells. ''Aero'' helmets are
not noticeably fas ter unless yo u fly at competition speeds, and the
"tai l" could snag in a fal l, twis ting your neck.
Comfort requirements should be considered. Fit, weight, and
temperature/sweat control are the most critical comfort needs. A snug
fit with no pressure points ensures comfort and correct position on
the head in a crash. It may take half an hour of wearing to feel
pressure points. Weight is a big issue on long flights. Airflow over the
head determ ines warmth. Vented bicycle style helmets are designed to
facilitate heat loss - OK on the coast but less use at cloudbase. Sweat
control can require a brow pad or separate sweatband.

U/h-elf c/o Ilfeed to r-o/'t'aee a h-e&ret?
Replace a helmet if you crash and hit your head. Impact crushes some
of the foam. The helmet is less protective but the damage may not be
visible. Helmets soften impacts, so you may not even know your head
hit unless you examine the helmet for marks or dents. If you can see
marks on the shell or notice any foam crush at all, replace the helmet.
You may be reluctant to replace a helmet that looks almost as good as
new, but if you did hit, you don't want to take chances. If the foanl of
a bicycle helmet is cracked under the thin shell, it will be more likely
to fly apart in your next crash. Replace the buckle if it cracks or a
piece breaks off.
Can you make it fit correctly? If not replace it. If you still have a
helmet from the 70's without an EPS liner, replace it immediately.
They just don't have the protection of modern helmets.
Finally, the protective capability may diminish over time. Some
helmets are made of materials which deteriorate with age and therefore have a limited life span. Most manufacturers recommend helmet
replacement after 5 years. Realistically that depends on usage, and
most helmets, given reasonable care, should be good for longer than
that. Please note that experience indicates there will be a noticeable
improvement in the protective characteristic of helmets over a 5 year
period. Thus, the recommendation for 5 year helmet replacement has
some merit.

I.s" a eh-eo/' h-e&ret a.s" .s"afe a.s" M eA/j7elf.s"lb-e Me?
Maybe, maybe not. The protective capability of a particular helmet is
difficult to measure. You can quickly judge a helmet for style, price,

fit and comfort, but who knows what that helmet can do when your
skill, experience and every other precaution have failed and it's the
only thing between your head and a violent impact. Without lab test
data it is difficult or impossible to say. A standards sticker is an
indication that the helmet has at least been tested, however, the
testing may not be appropriate for hang gliding. If money buys you a
better fit, more stable on yo ur head in a hard crash, then the more
expensive helmet is worth it. A crushable foam liner is absolutely
essential - a thick layer will offer more protection than a thin layer.
Shell strength needs to be adequate to maintai n the integri ty of the
EPS foam and prevent penetration of objects into the foam and
underlying skull. Essentially the stronger the better, however, extra
strength = extra weight and may not represent a significant increase
in safety. Carbon fibre o r kevlar are stronger than fib reglass helmets
on a weight for weight basis, but cost more.

U/h-at aboa.t h-e&ret .s"talfdar-k?
Only the Europeans have a specific standard for hang gliding and
paragliding helmets. T he applicable standard is EN966. Many
manufact urers of fine hel mets in other countries certifY their helmets
to other standards. Standards for activities where accidents involve
similar speeds into sim ilar objects may include: Bicycle standards,
ski helmet standards, horse riding standards and non motorised
sporr standards.
To give yo u an idea why standards certification is important
consider that depending on the application and standard, the helmet
must pass al l or some of the fo llowing tests:
Impact Test - This test involves a series of controlled impacts
where a helmet is positioned on a metal head form and then dropped
in a guided fall onto various test anvils (Flat, Hemisphere, Kurbstone,
Roll bar, etc.) to simulate different impact surfaces. The head forms
are instrumented with an accelerometer to measure peak G forces.
The impact energies (determined by drop height and head form
mass) differ between standards. However, in general, if the peak
acceleration imparted to the head form exceeds 300G's, the helmet
will be rejected.
Positional Stability (Roll-O ff) Test - Tests the straps ability to
retain helmet on head.
Dynamic Retention Test - Tests the strap strength.
Chin Bar Test - Tests strength and impact resistance.
Shell Penetration Test - Self explanatory.
Faceshield Penetration Test - Self explanatory.
Details of many of the standards are available on the internet.
Useful sites are:
www.sm[org (Snell Memorial Foundation)
www.bhsi.org (Bicycle Helmet Safety Institute)
www.standards.com.au (Standards Australia)
www.sph.emory.edu/Helmets (WHO Helmet Initiative)

!Io(,(/ to 8 e<?
When you pick a helmet, look for a standards sticker inside (i.e. EN966).
Check that it has a thick layer of EPS foam.
Check that it has a sturdy shell.
Put it on, adjust the straps and then try hard to tear it off.
Look at the buckle for long-term durability.
Make sure it is comfortable.
Compare the price to the cost of a prolonged hospital stay.
Consider the nightmare of being a vegetable.
You will never regret buying and wearing a quality
P":J n
helmet. Your brain is priceless!
rz.- a1
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Here are four steps to help you get out of the
paddock. There's no secret to it: To get out of the
paddock you need to be in the right frame of mind,
know how to find a thermal, be able to climb in a
thermal and take off when thermals are evident.
Expect to get out the paddock

Setting goals has been my biggest improvement in flying. If you don't
expect ro get out of the paddock, you probably won't. However, if
you set a goal ro get out of the paddock it will increase the probability
by making you think about how ro do it.
Rehearse getting out of the paddock in your mind, then, when
your actually doing it, your body will follow. You'll find yourself
noticing things that you previously wouldn't have (e.g. what wind
socks are doing, birs of stuff in the air, birds, other pilots). It may
sound like strings and magnets but I'll assure you it works.
Thermalling

To climb out of the paddock you obviously need ro know how to
thermal. If you hit a big thermal that you can get full turns in, this is
made easier. However, most days thermals aren't like that down low,
so consider how to climb in this situation. You may find you're in and
out of the thermal. Some basic guidelines you can use here are:
If your averager says you're gaining height with each turn - you're
going up. Stay in your current circle. As you get higher (above
2,OOOft), try and find the best bit. A more experience pilot may
be able to find good lift down low - this will come to all pilots
with more airtime;
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If you're going up, don't level our to move your circle - you'll
probably lose the thermal. A safer method is to high side in the
best part of the turn. This allows you to extend your circle in the
best area of lift;
If other pilots are flying with you and look like they're climbing
quicker - check their position relative to the horizon. Watch for a
while and don't move over straight away, remember youre still
climbing yourself Once you're at a comfortable height (say
2,OOOft) and sure they're climbing faster, move over;
Expect to need more bank angle in your turns low down;
Practice thermalling in you mind any time you can - it makes a
difference;
For more tips from a flying legend, see Dennis Pagen's
"Performance Flying" Chapter 5.
Finding a thermal

The best way to find a thermal off the tow is to pin off in one. Here
are some tips on how to do this:
Your flight starts the minute you say 'go, go, go' not after you pin
off. Work out in your mind what towing into a thermal feels like.
Typically, you feel lots of sink, followed by some rough patches of
lift, a bit more sink, then the elusive core. If you don't know what
the air should feel like as you approach a thermal, you decrease
the probability of knowing when to pin off;
Know your normal climb rate on tow, so you can judge what lift
you're going through (I climb at about 400-600ft/min so
anything more is generally lift);
Have an effective pin off procedure. Don't take too much time
releasing. Once you've locked off the mike, put your feet in the
harness and started to turn, you've probably travelled 50m past
the core (5 seconds delay at 30km/h). 50m past the core below a
1,OOOft - guess what your in? Sink. With practice, you should be

?addoc
Things to do on the glide

able to anticipate when to pin off because you have some idea of
the air you're about to fl y through and do it more effectively;
Don't have a mind set that you will pin off at the end of the tow
and then find a thermal. If yo u go through a good one above
600ft, it might be worth a go;
If you pin off and you're not in a thermal, try and find one. Not
easy down low, but here are some tips: Keep you glider as level as
possible, if the air tolls you one way, oppose it, if your glider yaws,
let it go, it may be getting sucked to a thermal.
Take off when thermals are evident

If you can climb in a thermal and pin off in one, the last thing that's
essential are thermals themselves. Here are some indicators that
thermals are around:
A fellow pilot has towed and is climbing;
Clouds are forming and dissipating above the paddock;
Gust cycles are coming through launch;
Experienced pilots are running around like chicken with their
heads cut off - good idea to start towing early so when the
thermals start working you're in rune with the day. Don't wait for
the more experienced guys to start flying, you're reducing your
ptobability by starting late;

Once yo u start gliding you should know something about speed to
fly, again see Pagen for this. H ere's my tip on how to find the next
thermal. Although I look at the gro und for the general direction to
fly, my most important indicator is the air that I'm flying through.
Just like the tow and I need to know what the air will feel like as I'm
approaching the next thermal.
My two golden rules are: If the glider yaws let it go, but if the
glider rolls, oppose it. The first rule regarding yawing is due to the
glider being sucked into the direction of a thermal just like a boat
into a whirlpool. Any yaw is generally accompanied by an increase in
ground speed which you can sometimes detect. T he second rule
concerns ttying to keep the glider as level as possible during your
fli ght. If you keep levelling the gl ider yo u should always be moving
yourself into better air.
Gordon "Flatch" Marshall came up with a good model for this:
Imagi ne a cut out of a glider sitting on a table cloth on a round table.
A thermal can be simulated by picking up the table cloth from the
centre of the table. If the cut out glider is o n the edge of the table, the
first thing that happens is it is drawn towards the centre of the table
(e.g. the centre of the thermal). As the table cloth is lifted higher the
cut out glider is rolled away from the table much like a glider when it
nears the centre of a thermal. We can conclude that yaw is a good
way of detecting thermals from a distance. I have found this to work
up to 3-4 paddocks away. Whilst roll is used to indicate a thermal in
close quarters.
Parting thoughts

The most effective place to practice flying is in your head. You can
tow any time, you never have to drive the car and you always land on
your feet.
Each time you go flying, before you take off spend a few quiet
minutes thinking to yo urself about your goal for the day, how you're
going to out climb the rest, pin off in a thermal off the tow and start
flying at the right time. If you do any of these things you're
n
going to improve your chances of getting out of the paddock.
a.:1

Things do when your climbing in the 1st the r mal

By now your vario is hopefully chirping away and yo ur climbing out
of the paddock. Your initial reaction is to think 'thank god for that'
and relax. Sorry to disappoint you, but now the real work begins.
Before you get to the top of the thermal you need to decide how
yo u're going to get to the next, if not the one after.
As you're climbing, look along the course line (which you should
have drawn on your map) to see were yo u might get your next
thermal. No 1 on your list is another glider circling, No 2 is clouds
formin g and las t is ground sources.
I'm not going into further detail as I'm no expert and Pagen
can provide more insight than I ever could, however, yo u do
need to know what you're going to do before you get to the top
of the thermal .
If I can't see another pilot or clouds (seems to be the case 9 times
out of 10) I find the darkest route along the ground, with the most
hills and tree lines.

This page: Philippe Maillard on take off and landing.
Photos: Maristela da Cunha
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Horrific Accident
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club members are still
coming to grips with the horrific injuries
suffered by their fellow pilot, Peter O'Lauchlin
(affectionately known as PPP). When
approaching to land his hang glider atthe
bomb out below the Brokenback Site in the
Hunter Valley, he contacted 11,000 volt
powerlines; burns to his arms and legs were
so severe that amputation of all four limbs was
necessary. Despite this, he is happy to be alive
and is looking at what he can achieve in the
future, rather than focussing on the negatives.
The Newcastle Club will be running some fund
raising in the near future to assist in his
rehabilitation. Fortunately Steve Hocking
recently negotiated a personal accident policy
which covers all NSW pilots in the event of
permanent disability caused through injury
suffered whilst competing or during organised
practice for competition . As Peter's accident
occurred during a Club Competition day; he
should be liable for the maximum claimable
amount of $181,000.
An experienced pilot with about 300 hours,
Peter had landed in the same paddock at least
ten times. It is a big paddock which slopes
down to the centre, allowing up-slope landings
in most directions. Power lines run along the
approach side of the paddock with tall trees
between the lines and the road, with one or
two breaks in the tree line. On the day of the
accident Peter overflew the powerlines, and
flew tailwind beside them, just on the paddock
side. He attempted a 180 degree turn to land
into wind.
The glider continued in the turn and headed
toward the lines and as he attempted to turn
away, the side wire and his legs hit the lines,
the wing folded up and he fell to the ground.
Though contact was for only a split second, it
was enough. It is not possible to definitely say
whether the continuation in the turn was
caused by flying too slowly, or encountering
turbulence, or a combination of these two
factors. A freshly ploughed paddock upwind
was thermally active on the day; other pilots
landing in the same paddock reported
turbulence from this source.
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Having seen the landing paddock, this
accident is all the more frustrating, as the lines
are very visible. There is ample room to
approach without having to be near the lines. I
suggest that had this been an out-landing, the
accident would not have occurred. Peter has
paid an extremely high price for what can only
be called a complacent approach; probably
due to familiarity with the paddock.
Contributory was the old convenience factor:
he appears to have planned to land near to the
road rather than carry the glider from down the
paddock. His light wing loading on the glider
would not have helped, particularly without a
high margin of airspeed.

Longreach MBZ
CASA have asked that I notify HGFA members
of a newly designated MBZ at Longreach, Old.
Any pilots flying in the Longreach area must
carry and use VHF airband radio.

Maintenance
Recent problems encountered with second
hand equipment have led to proposals for
mandatory inspections of used gliders prior to
sale. We have introduced five-yearly
inspections for microlights, though I would
resist doing the same for hang gliders and
paragliders. I recommend that anyone buying a
second glider seek evidence that the aircraft
has been maintained in accordance with
Section 9 of the Operations Manual. Though
these requirements are recommendations
only, should there be a major problem arise
from a lack of maintenance, the legal
differentiation between a recommendation and
a requirement is very small. Most reputable
dealers provide an inspection service for
second hand equipment. I suggest that buyers
make use of them, a few dollars spent on an
inspection is money well
spent.

RAAF Notification

Change to Aerotow Endorsement

A recent near-miss in the Sunshine Coast
hinterland led to a request from the RAAF at
Amberley, Old to be notified of any heavy
concentration of gliders (such as a competition
or Club Fly-In) in Oueensland or northern NSW.
A free fax number has been set up by the
RAAF for the purpose of notification on: 1800
802125. Where an event has a NOTAM raised,
notification is not necessary.

Following several incidents, the HGFA Safety &
Operations Committee recently removed the
foot launch requ irement from the Hang Gliding
Aerotow Endorsement. It is now a requirement
that pilots gain an understanding of the
techniques required for foot launch, though it
is no longer mandatory to complete one. It is
recommended that if the weather is suitable
(with a steady head wind) pilots may launch
without the use of a dolly. However, any pilot
foot launching for the first time must do so
under the supervision of an appropriately
endorsed Senior Safety Officer or Instructor.

Competition Participation
I have been to several competitions recently,
and note that there are fewer Aussie pilots
entering competitions in recent times. I believe
that the newer pilots must be made aware of
the benefits of entering competition.
Having a few dozen pilots heading down the
same course allows pilots to gain a greater
picture of where a thermal may be found (and
hopefully helps the pilot to get amongst a few).
Though a mountain based competition can
lead to some crowded gaggles, competitions
can provide a perfect opportunity for a pilot
with Intermediate Certificate experience
(minimum 25 hours) to achieve plenty of
airtime (and usually a personal best or two).
The tendency toward tow events has provided
possibilities for pilots to enjoy the benefits of
thermal markers without the crowds.
With the National Hang Gliding Championships
being held in West Australia next summer,
we will have a chance to enjoy some of the
excellent cross country flying the WA wheat
country provides. It will certainly be worth
the drive.

Accidents
No. 1

Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:

Advanced hang glider pilot
50 hours
Advanced hang glider
Dislocated shoulder and
facial lacerations
Aircraft Damage: Broken keel, bent leading
edge
Weather:
Nil wind
Location:
Inland tow site
Description:
With 10 knots of breeze the pilot decided to
foot launch, though once he readied to launch
the wind died off. As the tug was ready to go,
the pilot decided to continue with the launch.
After six steps the pilot allowed the glider to
get in front of him, raised the nose hoping to
have sufficient flying speed, and stalled a tip.
On impacting sideways and nosing in, the side

MANAGER'S REPORT
wire entered the full-face helmet and sliced
into the pilot's upper lip and nose.

Comments:
The pilot commented that he was feeling
lethargic on the day and later found that he
had been suffering from an illness at the time.
In his words: "in retrospect I should not have
been flying considering the way I felt". It is
always easy after! "Human factors" often
playa part in accidents - if in doubt, stay on
the ground.
I recommend that pilots initiating an aerotow
foot launch hold the glider's angle of attack a
little high rather than low, which makes it
easier to prevent a nose in. It is also desirable
to take a few extra steps rather than too few.
No.2
Pilot:
Advanced paraglider pilot
Experience:
347 hour
Aircraft:
Advanced pa raglider
Pilot Injury:
Nil
Aircraft Damage: Nil
Weather:
5 knots, nil turbulence
Location:
Coastal site

Description:
Whilst ridge soaring another very experien ced
para glider pilot came from behind, the leading
edge of his canopy came over the head of the
front pilot and caught his head in one of the
cells. His head was pulled down and
backwards as the glider turned away;
fortunately the pilot was able to free his head
without the canopy collapsing. The front pilot
believes that had the canopy collapsed it
would have snapped his neck.
Comments:
It is critical to ensure clearance when flying
with other pilots - particularly when flying
speeds differ.
No.3
Pilot:
Advanced hang glider pilot
Experience:
Not provided - substantial
Aircraft:
Advanced hang glider
Pilot Injury:
Bruising
Aircraft Damage: Broken leading edge, broken
keel, broken upright
Weather:
5-10 knots, light turbulence
Location:
Inland site

Description:
Approaching too high on base leg and
apparently flying too slowly, the glider veered
off course and impacted a dead tree. The
pilot and glider then fell to the ground.

Comments:
The pilot was new to the glider, which may
have led to loss of control. Again, adequate
speed on approach is essential.
No.4
Pilot:
Advanced paraglider pilot
Experience:
600+ hours
Aircraft:
High performance paraglider
Pilot Injury:
Nil
Aircraft Damage: Slight line damage
Weather:
13 knots wind, nil turbulence
Location:
Coastal soaring site

Description:
Pilot attempted to cross overto a coastal bowl;
reached the far side with insufficient height.
Pilot failed to check local wind direction and as
it was different to that at take-off point, no lift
was available. As there was no landing other
than on rocks below the cliff, the pilot opted to
fly at the cliff and hope that the canopy caught
onto something on top to allow the pilot to
climb up. It didn't. Pilot fell 70' down the cliff
face with
the canopy slowing the fall as it was dragged
down the face.
Comments:
The pilot stated that the full -face helmet he
was wearing no doubt prevented serious head
injury. He stated that he had taken insufficient
care in assessing the local winds; and that
over-familiarity with he site had contributed .
Please again read my comments at the
beginning ofthis report re complacency!
No.5
Pilot:
Advanced hang glider pilot
Experience:
17 years, 800 hours
Aircraft:
Advanced hang glider
Pilot Injury:
Broken ankle and lower leg
Aircraft Damage: Nil
Weather:
Nil wind, nil turbulence
Location:
Inland site

Description:
Late afternoon landing on slight down slope,
nil wind . Looking into the sun pilot had little
depth perception; flared a little high; pushed
out rather than up; and dropped the base bar
onto his ankle.
Comments:
In the pilot's own words: "My first injury after
all these years! I would have been better off
with an intermediate glider as I only fly
occasionally now. Base bar wheels would
have saved the ankle - don't be too proud.
Don't wear sunglasses at dusk. I am glad I had
my Ambulance Fund paid up!"

No.6
Pilot:
Advanced hang glider pilot
Experience:
200 hours
Aircraft:
Advanced hang glider
Pilot Injury:
Bloody nose
Aircraft Damage: Bent keel, broken base bar
Weather:
5-15 knots, moderate
turbulence
Location:
Inland site

Description:
Landing area is in wind shadow from
surrounding trees and exhibits a sign ificant
wind gradient in strong winds. Wind was
gusting from 5-15 knots on the ground as pilot
began his approach. On final over the trees,
the pilot felt he was a little high and executed
a 90 Q right followed immediately by a 90 Q left
turn to avoid overshooting. Glider lost speed
while executing the turns and stalled at about
30 ft altitude. Pilot pulled in to regain speed,
but the glider impacted the ground with little
forward speed. Pilot was wearing a full face
helmet which no doubt reduced facial injury.
Glider was fitted with base bar wheels which
were ineffective since the glider landed with
little forward speed. They were probably
responsible for breaking the base bar.
Comments in the words of the reporting
Safety Officer:
"Unfortunately a very common accident for
which the causes are well known.
Don't do sharp turns close to the ground, and
maintain extra speed on approach, especially
in strong winds. Pilot was unaware how slowly
the glider was flying, but commented that it
was difficult to pull on speed when in hang.
I've observed that it can be difficult to pull on
significant speed in modern backplate
harnesses with both hands on the uprights. For
some time now, I have flown on final with one
hand on an upright and the other on the
base bar. It seems to be a good compromise
position which I maintain until just before
flaring ."

My Comments:
I personally prefer to fly in on the uprights,
though I needed to have my harness leg loops
shortened to make this feel right. I have seen
pilots using the "one hand up, one down"
technique - what ever you are comfortable
with. It has to be better than flying in prone;
which can lead to head injury if you "blow it".
Till next time, fly safely,
Craig Worth
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Hang Gliding Federatio
Compulsory Annual Fee Structure

HGFA Polo Shirt with embroidered logo
in navy, green, white (sizes 16-22)
$30
HGFA Rugby Top with embroidered logo
in navy, green, grey (sizes 16-22)
$50
Cap with HGFA colour logo
in red, blue. black, navy. green
$15
HGFA colour logo embroidered badge
$6
HGFA logo car sticker (no postage)
$1.50
HGFA Hang Gliding Training video
(23 minutes)
$30
HGFA Competitions Manual
$10
1998 Hang Gliding Grand Prix Series
video (140 minutes)
$45
HGFA Pilot Training Workbooks
$5

Membership Fee
12 months (FUll) HGFA Membership

$110

plus State & Regional Development Levies
West Australia
$25
South Australia
$30
Victoria, Tasmania & Oueensland
$20
ACT
$35
New South Wales
$35
New Member Joining Fee
inc!. 1st pilot certif. & m/shi p package $30
Family Membership (12 months)
$60
(plus State & Regional Development levy)
Short Term Membership (4 months)
$80
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
$50
FAI Sporting licence, inc!. competitions
manual, FAI Badge & Records pack
$10

Certificate & Insurance Fees
Powered Operations Insurance levy
$20
Passenger Endorsement annual renewal$175
Instructor Certificates annual renewal $175
Combined Instructor with Passenger
Carrying Endorsement annual renewal $300
Microlight Aircraft Registration
Initial Registration, valid 5 years
$200
Microlight Aircraft Registration Renewal,
with 5 yearly inspection documentation $100
Skysailor Subscription, for non-members
only, 12 months subscription
$55
Skysailor Overseas Airmail
$35

International Pilot Proficiency Identification
IPPI Card for overseas flying
$10
Replacement Operations Manual
$10
Replacement Operations Manual Binder $15
HGFA log Book
$5

Training Facility -Inspection
and/or Approval fee'
$80
Microlight Instructor Examination & checkflights (payable to Microlight Examiner) $50
l evel 1 Club Coach (Valid for 4 years
Issue & renewal- includes FAI
Sporting licence, manuals, etc)
$30
Level 2 Competitions Coach (incl. ACC training
course, registration & manuals, etcY
$30
Please add $3 postage & packing for all
orders. Bulk orders sent C.OD. Cheque,
money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard
accepted, phone orders welcome. Actual
prices may vary from those shown. Terms:
payment with order Delivery 14 days when
ex stock.

,
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, Charged at $80 per half day of inspection plus
travel expenses (max. $250 per inspection/approval).
, Includes all updated material from Levell.

Membership Application
Please complete in BLOCK letters
Surname ________________________ Given Names
Address
___________________________________________________ State _________________________________ Postcode ______
Birth Date ___________________ Home Phone __________________________ Work Phone
Club _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ Occupation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sex M / F

Please read and sign Membership Declaration below
Please provide the joiUJwing information and tick appropriate boxes:
HGFA N umber (ifknown):

Instructor

Membership Ijpe: New Member
Visiting Pilot Member
Discipline:
Hang Gliding

D
D
D

Renewal
Short Term Member
Paragliding

0
0
0

Re-joining Member
Subscription Only
Microlighting

D
D
D

Family Member

D

Parascending

D

Membership Declaration (must be signed to ga in membership)
I, the undersigned, wish

to

apply for renewal of my HGFA membership and HGFA Pilot Certificate/s and Endorsements.

Please note: The constitution provides for a limitation of liability no persons such as officers, instructors, safety or duty officers and competition organisers and rheir
helpers to an amount which can actually be recovered under rhe HGFA insurance policy. If for any reason no amount is recoverable, rhe liability is nil,
I understand that membership entitles me

to

Pilot Certificates and Endorsements to operare the specified aircraft in accordance with C ivil Aviarion Regulations and rhe

H GFA Operations Manual and Third Party Liability Insurance within Australia ($ 1,000 excess) .
I am aware rhar rhe HGFA is assisted by rhe Australian Sports Commission, and as a result understand that the HGFA Doping Policy condemns rhe use of performance
enhancing subsrances as borh dangerous to healrh and contrary to rhe ethics and ideals of sport.
I hereby agree to abide by rhe constitution , rules and regulations of the HGFA.

Member's Signature _________________________________________________________________ Date

Payment Details
HGFA Membership fees ($ 110 Full or $55 Family, $30 Joining fee) (For fomily members, please provide name offoll member with whom you reside.)

$ _______

Regional D evelopment Levy (Determined by your State/Region ofresidence - see above)

$ ------------

Weightshift Microlight Levy ($20) (For HC 6- PC motorised endorsement also)

$ ------------

TotalAmount due (and enclosed)

$ ------------

I wish to pay by: C heque D Postal Order 0

Credit Card D

Card Number____ /____ /.____ / _ __ _ Expiry Date --_/------

(Visa, MasterCard, Bankcard only)
Cardholder's name ___________________ Cardholder's Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dated._ _ _ _ _ ____
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 Phone: 069-472888, Fax: 069-474328
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Victoria

New South Wales (continued)

ACT/NSW

~!IJJ8u __

HANG GLIDING SCHOOL & FLIGHT PARK

~

1 '/2hOurs trom MelDourne
We offer a full range of services including:
• Restricted Licence Courses
• Introductory courses
• Tandem instructional Flights
• Towing Endorsements
• Introduction to XC Rying & tours
• Equipment Hire
We sell new and used gliders,
spare parts and accessories for:
• Moyes
• Airborne
• Aussie Born
• Brauniger
· Icom
• Flytec
Thinking of updating?
Trade in your old glider with us.
Rohan Holtkamp
P/F 03 5349 2845 - M 014678734

THE RIGHT ALTITUDE
" Microlights"
Standing on a hill all day,
waiting on the weather?
Get a Trike. We have the largest range of
trikes in Australia and New and used aircraft in stock. We sell everything for trikes.
Call Tony Dennis CFI Pilot Examiner (0418)
574068. Fax (03) 57626227. Benalla, Victoria.
Email: rightalt@benalla.net.au

h a ng_gliding
(ENTRE

Tarago Flight Park
2'12 hours from Sydney
• Introductory Courses
• Full License Courses
• Refresher Courses
• Ground Towing Courses
• Aerotowing Courses
• Cross Country Courses
• Cross Country Tours
The last weekend of each month is an open
towing weekend. All pilots are welcome
and tow endorsements can be obtained.
Agents for Moyes and Airborne
Demo gliders available
Call Tove on 02 4849 4516 or 015 269376.
Canberra Hang Gliding and Paragliding
Centre, chgpgc@goulbum.neta
E-mail addressischgpgc@goulbum.net.au

New South Wales

AIR SUPPORT
HANG GLIDING & PARAGLIDING

Wingsports
Flight Academy
• Paragliding courses
• Hang gliding courses
• Paramotor courses
• Inland and coastal
• Tandem Flights
• Towing courses
• Cross country courses
• Equipment sales
Located in stunning holiday destination, ,on
the Great Ocean Road, 2 hours from
Melbourne's Westgate Bridge.
Learn to fly a paramotor over winter!
Wingsports, 1 Evans Court.
Apollo Bay VIC 3233
Hans van Santen 03 5237 6486
Fiona Waddington 0419 378 616.

As well as training, we also offer many
ranges of gear, including custom made
AIR SUPPORT harnesses. Enquire for
brochures and price lists for new or 2nd
hand gear. Call Forrest on 0294502674,
0412273$2 (Sam-8pm).

ADELAIDE AIRSPORTS

-~rr

( A NBEIRA

South Australia

SURF ONTO HIGH ADVENTURE'S
NEW WEB SITE at
www.hi-speed.com.au/highadventure
For complete information on training
courses, accommodation, Eco tourism
and bookings.

BYRON AIRWAVES
Hang Gliding School
• Lessons & fu ll instruction available.
• 20 years hang gliding experience with
training all year round.
• Learn to fly safely and accurately
with all skill levels catered for.
Phone Brian and Anne on
066 290354, mobile 014 615950.

.
Manilla ~
~ ~araglidintJ 'y~
• Manilla has more flyable days per year than
anywhere else in Australia! (300+ in fact!)
• Mt Borah is one of the worlds most consistent all year round sites with 4 large launches catering for nearly every wind direction.
• Paragliding license courses - a week of
quality tuition using the latest techniques &
equipment for only $8fi) (inc. accommodation).
• Thermalling and cross country courses all year
• HG to PG conversion courses - it's easier
than you think!
• Importer of ADVANCE paragliders, FLYTEC
instruments, HANWAG footwear and
most accessories - we sell only the best
quality European made equipment.
• Mini Paraglider Kites also available great fun for everyone.
So come flying with Manilla Paragliding,
where the person who shows you the
mountain, owns the mountain!
Phone Godfrey Wenness on: 02 6785 6545
or fax : 02 6785 6546
"The Mountain", Manilla, NSW, 2346.

Sales, Service and Instruction
• Hang Gliding
• Tandem Hang Gliding
• Sky Floating
• Microlights
Agents for Moyes, Ai rborne and Wills Wing.
Larry Jones - Judy Manning
Ph: (OS) 85563030, Fax: (OS) 85574113,
Mobile: 018 815094.

Queensland

Rainbow PG
Fly sunny OLD this winter!

Rainbow is one of the world's best coastal
soaring sites, with year round flying, situated 3 hours north of Brisbane and 12km
south of Fraser Island, surrounded by
amazing beaches and National Parks.
RPG offers the opportunity to experience
winter flying from a selection of well
established coasta l and inland sites.
• Paragliding licence courses. Learn to fly
in the safety of soft sand and smooth air.
10 days intensive, $1,000. (inci. accom.)
• HGto PG conve rsion.
• Tandem flights and licence.
• Paramotoring. Tuition, sales, hire and
flying excursions to Fraser Island.
• Ultralight. Flight training and hire fly.
• Surfing, sailing, canoeing, horse riding etc.
So come and experience Rainbow Magic!
Jean-Luc Lejaille. Phone -Hil 7 5486 3048.
Mobile 0418 754 157. Fax -Hil 754863288.
Email intheair@ozemail.com.au
www.ozemail.com.au/- intheair
PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach, OLD 4581.
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SKYSAILOR CLASSIFIEDS ORDER FORM
Private classifieds are free to financial members, provid ing the membership number is
quoted. Ads appear for 1 issue only. For non-members and commercia l advertisers the
following rates apply:
Per standard typeset line (approx. 6 words)
$2 (minimum charge $8)
Per small BNI/ picture or logo scanned
$10
$1 per line
Special typesetting
Hang Gliders
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Paragliders
Microlights

0
0
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0
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First few words appear automatically in bold. These rates take effect from 1 December 96.
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Name: ___________________________________________________
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members if the membership
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AND EQUIPMENT

New South Wales
Aero 170 nov, fl. green LE, red/white, low
hrs, VGC, $1,400. Moyes pod harness with
front mount parachute, suit 5'10-6'2, VGC,
$500. Vario/a lt Flightcomp II, VGC, $200.
Ph: 02 66761579.
Airwave Double Vision tandem (V2), as
flown by Tomas Suchanek, with wheels,
training harness & helmet, selling cheap to
buy a 747 ticket back to Europe, $1 ,900.
Email: nikihamilton@yahoo.com or ph:
Neva Bull 0249214215 (Newcastle).
Blitz 126 adv, VGC, white mylar LE, grey/
orange US, easy handling high performance glider, $900. Ph: Frank 02 60595988.
CSX4 adv, EC, 30hrs airtime, red/white
mylar, $5,200 ono. Ph: Steve Gilmour
0242942393 (h), 02 93164644 (w).
CSX 149 adv, new (7hrs), white LE, red/white
US, $6,000. Ph: Patrick 02 67783484 (h),
02 67732326 (w).
Danny Scott Stealth harness, suit 5'10 med.
build, with High Energy 20 gore parachute,
just repacked, $1,200. Also: Sjostrom vario
$300, Lazer helmet with speaker & mike, $170,
all in GC. Ph: 02 42342081 (h), 02 442392262 (w).
Gyro 11160 nov, new factory sail & wires,
EC, LE magenta, yellow/white, GC, harness
for free, $1,400. Ph: 02 44762098.
Mission 170 int, VGC, 20hrs, never be en on
sand, with new Eaze harness, $1 ,500 ono.
Ph: Nigel Locke 02 66556262.
Moyes XT 165 Pro int, fl. orange scrim LE,
blue/white/orange sail, faired king post &
DTs, speed bar, black/fl. yellow Moyes pod,
low hrs, looks great, $3,200 ono. Ph: Mick
0246253641 or 015206090 (Campbelltown).
Radios: Icom handheld VHF & Uniden
handheld UHF. Ph: Roy 02 44786288.
Sky Systems pod, sky blue with rainbow
webbing, suit 5'7-6'1, incl. parachute, $450
ono. Also: Aircotec GPS integrated Top
Navigator flight computer, nearly new,
going OS, save hundreds, $1,950. Ph: David
Bolliger 02 91 304749 or 0419 494715.
Shark 144 adv, white with fl. green rear
under panel, as new, going OS, $4,200 ana.
Ph: David Bolliger 02 91304749 or Bruce
Daniels 02 42673190.
Shark 144 adv, white, yellow US, GC, $2,500
ono. Ph: Paul 02 92373853 (w), 02 95217931 (h).
Shark 156 adv, bri lliant climb, glide & handling, EC, $3,600. Also: Shark 144 adv, even
better than all of the above, immac, $4,200.
Also: Desire 151 adv, gre at for the big
pilots, Mark Newland's ex camp glider, EC,
$1,200. Also: Aero 170 nov, an oldie but a
goodie, perfect 1st glider, EC, khaki colours,
$1,250. Also: XT 165 int, brilliant cond., first
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to see will buy, still crispy sail, $2,200. Also:
Combat 152 adv, about 1OOh rs, great glider,
$750. Also: Tecma tandem, 500hrs, lots of
life yet, the quickest set-up of any glider,
ideal Skyfloater for the bigger pilot, $1,500.
Also: Tecma tandem, new, only 5 flights,
way below cost, $4,400. Also: UP XTC
tandem, ca rbon fibre LE & crossbars, low
hrs, immac., a little fiddly to set up, $3,000.
For more info ph: Joe Scott 02 66843711,
we need to shift this stock.
Sting 154 int, 60 hrs, VGC, mylar LE, new
luff lines, good colours, flies straight with
no flutters, $2,400. Also: Sting 154 int, 4Ohrs,
VGC, dacron LE, good colours, flies straight
with no flutters, marks on LE, no damage,
$2,100. Also: Buzz 154 nov, well used, well
maintained, flies great, cheap, $1,000. Also:
Gyro 160 I nov, GC, easy flying, needs new
bag, cheap, $400. Also: New tandem
Moyes X2 210, double surface with VG, 20hrs
use, EC, perfect for aerotowing, absolute
bargain, $2,800. Harnesses: Moyes pod
(M). blue, GC, $200, Full length apron
harness, coastal cruising, $100. Moyes
aero tow release, $50. Apco full face
helmet, M, $130. Brauniger Basis vario,
$430. Ph: Jason 02 49408665 or 015 636384.
Sting 154 int, 25 hrs only, mylar LE, speed
bar, spare DT, magenta LE, It blue/lilac US,
very attractive glider, $2,200. Ph: Geoff
02 43285092.
Sting 154 int, 75hrs, EC, green/grey sail,
$2,100. Ph: Steve 015 597096 (North Coast).
SX4 adv, suit new glider buyer, red/fl. yellow
US, with black tips, $4.100, will deliver in
NSW. Ph: 0249434900.
X2 tandem with aerotow wheel kit, always
hangared, priced to sell at $1,800. Also:
Aero 170 nov, reasonable cond., airframe
inspected & OK, $1,050. Also: Xtralite 137 &
147 spares going cheap, back section LE &
DTs call for a price! Also: Xtralite 137 adv,
mylar, GC, sell for $2,500 ono. Ph: Lee Scott
0265565265, email FlyHigh®felglow.com.au
Xtral ite 137 adv, as new, 20hrs only, with
regret I'm leaving the sport, $2,500 ono.
Ph: Gary Moulston 0243344866.
Xtralite 137 adv, low hrs, like new, $2,495.
Ph: 0418 232343.
Xtralite 147 adv, power rib, under 50hrs, fl.
green US, incl. spare DT/base bar, unsurpa ssable va lue for this near new hot performing glider. Also: Moyes pod harness, EC,
$200. Ph: Andrew 02 66843510 or 0414 843510.

Oueensland
Blade 132 adv, white UE,T/E.T/S, yellow
US, excell ent & forgiving glider for int/adv
pilot, great climber, suit 55-70kg, $1 ,600.
Ph: Carol 0417 311360.
Blitz 126 adv, VGC, white mylar LE, grey/
orange US, easy handling high performance glider, $900. Ph: Frank 02 60595988.
Blitz 146 adv, white TS, yellow/grey US, grey
LE, low hrs for its age, well kept, minor sail
wear has been fixed, cheap way to jump
the gap, GC, $800, will trade for VGC Moyes
Xtreme harness. Ph: Steve 07 33494624 or
0412151740.
Combat 152C adv, $500. Also: Front entry
harness suit 175cm, $220, pod harness, suit
165-178cm, $250, reserve parachute, $350,
Brauniger Basis SP va rio, $420, hook knife,

aero tow release cable, 19cm wheels,
video map holder, etc, $190. Ph: James
0755387617 or ozscan@hotmail.com
Combat 152 adv, tight sail, rough LE, harness
suit 6'3, with chute, Icom IC40G radio with
headset, Flytec 3005 va rio, $1,100. Ph: John
07 38495167 or 014 865354.
Desire 151 adv, white LE/TS, pink/fl. yellow
US, $950. Also: Desire 141 adv, white TS,
green LE, blue/white US with crocodil es,
yellow US, brand new bag, EC, $1.100.
Ph: Neil 0411 630355.
GTR 148 adv, GC, $300. Moyes cocoon
harness, $50. Ph: David 0397552415
Moyes Mission 170 int, nov glider, $600.
Also: Pod harness, suit 5'10, $250 ono, UHF
radio, $100. Ph: Paul Thomas 019 436533.
Moyes Mission int, EC, plus harness,
$2,000 ono. Ph: 063 322748.
Moyes X2 tandem, VG model, good airframe
& sail, white with It blue US, removable keel
extension, new basebar, GC, $1 ,950. Also:
Near new radio gear, incl. Icom 40GX & 4OS.
Aero 150 nov, new LE, sail & wires, good
bag, $850. Mars 150 nov, new side wires,
white/blue LE, $500. Ph: Tony 07 38314524.
Moyes XT 165 int, yellow/green/white, purple
trim, GC, pod harness, suit up to 6', chute &
helmet, $2,500. Ph: Geoff 0418 876158.

Western Australia
Airwave Magic 4 adv, EC, plus harness,
$900. Ph: Martin Potter 0894146361.
Brauniger Comp instruments, complete
with barograph, speed to fly, 25 flight
memory, dual altimeter, averager, flighttime,
temp, Tota l Energy Compensation, backup
battery, printer cable, electronic log book &
PC graph software - $650. Ph: Mark
Thompson 08 94913076.
Icom IC40GX transceiver, as new, complete
with all accessories, $300. Also: Moyes pod
harness, EC, $250. New High Energy sports
parachute, $300. Sjostrom varia, new cond,
$350. Ba llistics full face helmet, carbon
fibre, as new, $150. Ph: Tony 08 92951311
or 08 97760051 .
Rage 157 in!, EC, barely used, manual, batten
profile, small wheels, bar mitts, speed bar,
VB, $3,100. Waterproof heavy duty bag,
$100. Also: Roochutes HG R20 parachute
with manuals, never used, as new, $430.
Moyes Xact1 harness with aerotow hooks,
$350. Ph: Michael 08 94461262 (h).
XS 155 adv, white with red LE, $700. Moyes
pod harness (L), with reserve chute, $350.
Electrophone UHF 4Och, $200. $950 the lot.
Ph: Fritz 08 92591259(w) 08 9458 6294(h).

Moyes XT 165 int, EC, very colourfu l, fl.
yellow/orange/pink, all original, low hrs,
$2,400. Ph: 07 41254626 or 015 628200.

XT 145 int, one owner from new, sm aller
size for more control suit nov, EC, make an
offer! Also: XS 155 adv, EC, make an offer!
Ph: 08 92840750.

Parachute reserve, 22' conical canopy,
never used, regularly repacked by
Roochutes, GC, $250. Also: Icom IC40GX
UHF radio, as new, with large battery &
accessories, $375. Ph: Ian 07 32666514.

2 x XT Pro165; XT Pro145; 3 x Mission 170;
3 x Twister harnesses; 4 x pods; 3 x para chutes; ICOM IC4O's; tow bridles, make an
offer! Ph: Sue 0418 923659.

Shark 144 adv, magenta 2 tone US, low hrs,
less than 12 mths old, collapsable basebar,
spare DT, top performer, $3,500 ono. Also:
Blitz 146 adv, purple TS, purple/fl. yellow
US, all original aluminium, sweet handling
glider, sympathetic step up, $1,000 ono.
Ph: Rob 0419 794017 or 07 54453493.

Gyro 145 nov, blue/white/pink, EC, less than
12 hrs airtime, make an offer. Ph: Susan
Martin 02 62415544 (w) or 0262369000 (h).

Shark 156 adv, red US, low hrs, like new, less
than 12 mths old, retiring from sport, $3,500
ono. Ph: Geoff 018 061595 or 07 54438995.

Mission 170 int, dk blue/It blue/white, GC,
flies well, 60 hrs of TLC over the last year,
incl. wheels, manual, batten profile, spares,
try it at Bright, ACT or Stanwell, $850. Ph:
John 02 62816830 or 0412 159472.

Shark 156 adv, purple & black US, Iow hrs,
good looking top performing glider, $3,000.
Ph: Tony 018 713727.

Moyes XT 165 int, blue scrim LE, yellow
US, VGC, $2,300. Ph: Brett 015 485936 (w),
0262531105 (h).

Victoria
GTR 148 adv, GC, $300. Moyes cocoon
harness, $50. Ph: David 03 97552415
Moyes XT 165 int, with wheels, bar mitts,
spare DT & waterproof canvas bag, $2,400.
Also: Danny Scott Twister harness, suit
5'8, $400. Ph: Andrew 03 97909085 (w),
03 98904894 (h).
Moyes XT 165 int, purple LE, green with
blue/yellow US, spare DT, GC, $1,900. Also:
Danny Scott front entry harness to suit pilot
5'8-5'11 , $150. Flytec 3020, dual range varia
with averager, dual batteries & windspeed
indicator, $630. Roochute, as new, never
taken out of it's box, 3 months old, $600.
Ph: 03 97631459.
XS2 adv, fl. colours, looks great, VGC, batten
profile & manual, must see to appreciate.
Ph: 03 57501591.

Wrecking Blade 153, complete LEs, A-frame
corners, all wires, battens, all the small
things, sail on ly for deco, cheap, prices
on request. Ph: Jochen 0262958318 (hi
or 02 62492940 (w).

South Australia
SX4149 adv, approx. 18 mths old, EC, power
rib, fl. lime green/silver, article p. 34 Oct/Nov
Skysailor "351km", will go quick, $3,000
was $4,000. Ph: Steve Papai 015 389545
or 08 82728603.
Quitting Sport Sale: Combat 152 adv, $500.
Half completed Chaser trike at component
cost. will split up, $4,000, 2 databack cameras,
$30 & $80, tow rope, $50, tow gauge, $50,
brand new Aeros Comp hamess, $600, Moyes
Xact harness, modified, with chute, $500,
large pod, $50, new waterproof XC glider
bag, $50, Sjostrom varia & Vertech pilot,
$200, near new Moyes full face helmet, $75.
Ph: Chris Charles 08 83252624.
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PARAGLIDERS
Please note: All paragliders
offered for sale must state their
DHV or Acpul certification standard,
otherwise they will be labelled with 'No
Certification Information Supplied (NCIS)'.

1$.
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New South Wales
Airwave Alto 30 NCIS, EC, int/adv, low hrs,
must sell, suits pilot weight 85-105kg, $2,800.
Also: Orion 27 NCIS, perfect nov canopy,
ideal for school, VGC, $1,200. Ph: Lee Scott
0265565265, email FlyHigh@felglow.com.au
Airwave Harmony M NCIS, nov/int, low hrs,
perf. cond., for quick sale, a steal for $2,500.
Ph: Rob 02 65596838 (w).
Airwave Samba 26 Acpul int perf, suit 6585kg pilot, GC, trimmers, manual, excel. 2nd
canopy or 1st for frustrated HG pilot, $1,800.
Also: Apco full face helmet, M, $130. Ph:
Jason 02 49408665 or 015636384.

Sitting Bull harness with kevlar backplate
and carabiners, VGC, $250, pulled apex
reserve, VGC, with new swivel, recently
checked & repacked, near new radio gear,
incl. Icom 40GX & 4OS. Ph: Tony 07 38314524.

tow equipped, recently rebuilt engine with
only 40 hrs, great combination & price at
$15,500 or $14,500 with Edge wing with only
40 hours on the sail. Ph: Lee 02 65565265,
email FlyHigh@felglow.com.au

Pro Design Pro Feel 35 NCIS, SHV int, 85105 kg, 70 hrs, stable nice canopy in VGC,
gift at $2,400. Ph/fax: Ivan 07 55202181,
email: sphere@fan.net.au

Edge Executive wing, done plenty of hrs,
never bent, $1,500, ideal for single or 2seater. Also: Pegasus XL, EC, 462 Rotax,
low noise and very fuel efficient, trailer
with wing rack, intercom & helmets,
$10,500 with 5hrs training. The original
Pegasus single seattrike, bits only done
15hrs from new, Robin 250 motor, easy to
start in flight, 180 wing nice & slow, EC,
$2,900 ono. For more info ph: Joe Scott
0266843711 , we need to shift this stock.

Victoria
Advance Sigma 25m' NCIS, blue/pink with
winglets, 40 hrs airtime, nov/int canopy
suits 65-85 kg, $600. Ph: Carol 0417 311360.
Edel Quantum S NCIS, 55-75kg, lilac/yellow,
20 hrs, EC, c/w Edel harness, $3,200. Also:
6 mth old reserve, will sell separately, $600.
Other gear also available. Ph: Andrew
03 95604760.

Edel Space S NCIS, with speed system, low
hrs, Firebird Turtle harness with back plate,
Pick Up open face helmet, Edel rucksack.
Great package for the nov pilot, suit 1st time
buyer. Total package $1,600 ono. Ph: Doug
02 99098646 or 0412 176069.

Edel Quantum M Acpul Standard, pilot
weight 6O-75kg, nov/int, excel. 1st wing, 55hrs
airtime, $2,200 ono. Also: Edel Saber M
DHV 2, weight in flight 75-95 kg, int/adv, 15
hrs, still crisp, $3,250 ono. Edel Pro Light
harness with reserve, very comfortable
with leg support, $1,000. Ph: Hakim
0398538921 (wI. 98536847 (h).

Nova Sphinx 125 11A 1B, VGC, purple/white,
launch weight 80-95kg, $2,800. Perche Tigra
harness, VGC, loads of storage space, purple/
black, $400. Perche columbus reserve, 100kg
max load, $800. Davron 300T vario, $100.
Swing Axis 123 12A, purple/red/yellow/
white, $1,000. Edel Securamax reserve, size
30, $200, Scorpio harness with airbag insert
protection, $300. Ph: Lindsay 02 69472075.

Edel Saber L DHV 2, pilot weight 70-90kg,
all up weight 85-105kg, suit int pilot or
higher, $2)50. Also: Edel Super Space L,
Acpul 12A, 85-110 kg all up weight, suit
nov/int, $1,500. Also: Edel Super Spac e M,
Acpul 12A, 75-95 kg all up weight, only 10
hrs airtime, suit nov/int, $1,800. Also: Edel
Space M Acpul 12A, 75-95 kg all up weight,
nov/int, $1 ,400. Ph: 03 98424094.

Nova Vertex 26 DHV2-3, high perf., excel.
performance & safety, GC, weight range
85· 105 kg, 95 hrs, bargain at $3,000. Also:
Beamer by Urs Ha ari, High Adventure,
steerable reserve, fresh repack, as new,
fully certified, comes with set of Quick-out
carabiners, excellent sink-rate, stand-up
landings, fastest opening time, suits 95-120
kg, $750. Reserve, suit up to 100 kg, freshly
packed and in EC, certified, $450. Also: Pro
Design Compact 35 DHV 2, weight range
100-115 kg, EC, genuine 40 hrs, suit int pilot,
great safe wing with good performance &
very easy ground handling characteristics,
also ideal as paramotor glider, $2,900. SupAir Bump-Air backplate, great protection
for only $1 SO. Nocai full-face helmel German
made, certified, new, size L, $240. Charly Air
full face helm et, German made, certified,
EC, size L, $170. Ph/fax: 02 95254175, mob
01 5 660881 bowyer@ozemail. com.a u

Nova Philou 26 NCIS, suit 75-95kg, 18hrs,
EC, incl. Paratech harness, ideal nov
package, $2,500 ono. Ph: 03 95258905.

Firebird Navajo 28 lOA 1B 1C, very low hrs,
EC, fast glider, ideal for powered PG, purple/
white. $900. Al so: Firebird Sitting Bull harness, very comfortable, incl. Kevlar backplate with crumple zone & Firebird RS2
res erve, never use d, $600, ca n deliver in
VIC. Ph: Ri chard 02 42943732.
Swing Minoa 28 DHV3, white, speed
system & trimmers, GC, int/adv canopy,
53km/h top speed, no porosity or tears,
$1 ,800. Ph: Suzy 02 42943732.

Oueensland
Adventure F2 paramotor, GC, $4,500 ono.
Ph: Bob 07 49466305.
Paratech P50 2711i Acpul Standard, SO-104kg,
GC, no tears, purple, white US, suit int or ex
HG pilot, c/w large backpa ck, $1.150. Also:

Western Australia
Edel Apollo 24 NCIS, excel. cheap nov glider
in GC, doesn't have the performance of new
gliders, but great for coa stal condowith a
reasonable turn of speed, all up weight 75105kg, pilot weight 60-90kg, speed range
approx. 16-4Okm/h, incl. Fun2Fly harness
with back protection, only $700. See photo
at www.cygnus.uwa.edu.au/-madmike/
paraglid.html Ph: Michael Dully 08 93823326
or email madmike@cygnus.uwa.edu.au
Edel Quantum M NCIS, purple/orange, 4Ohrs,
EC, fabric never torn, no lines broken, great
nov glider, $2,600. Also: UP Pickup Tandem,
yellow, 20 hrs, as new cond, in cl. trimmers,
spreader bars, carabiners & passenger Airbulle harness, bargain at $2.100. Ph: Andrew
Corbe 0414 925513, ph/fax 08 92551301 .
Edel Saber L DHV 2, 20 hrs, white/fl. red,
pilot 70-90 kg, suit int, EC, $3,500. Ph:
08 93642429.
_TRIKES
~'511 Please note: All powered hang
. . . gliders (trikes) offered for sale
must state their registration number, otherwise they cannot be accepted for publication.

Edge Executive T2-2677, 94 hrs, electr. start,
log books, landing light & strobe, training
bars, engine & pod covers, flight suit, comms
& helmets, trailer with wing attachment,
$18,500. Ph: 0298163832 or 041 1 333037.
Pegasus Quantum Super Sports 582, 400hrs
on engine, 30hrs on wing, EC, all instr.,
helmets, comms, custom trailer with wing
rack, $13,500. Ph: 02 49562820.
Quantum 582 Super Sport trike, full instr,
intercom, helmets, VHF radio, battery,
training bars, 3 blade Arplast prop, fully
enclosed aluminium trailer with gearboxes
& jerry cans, n 86hrs, logbooks, all as
new, $22,000. Ph: John 02 49459792.
Quantum 462 trike T2-2766, A1 cond ., high
power Rotax 462, comms & helmets, $16,995.
Ph: Don Woodward 0417 696461 (mob),
0260363042 (message bank or faX/ph).

Oueensland
Airborne trike T1 -2030, Arrow 2 wing, Rotax
532, 471 fuel tank, IVa prop, pod & side skirts,
rear drum brakes, all instr., best you'll find,
ideal first trike. Ph: 07 54827319.
Edge 582, 167hrs, new sail, EC, $11 ,000. Ph:
Ben 07 40995858, fa x: 07 40994300.

Victoria
Chaser S single seat 95.32 certified trike 320566, AUF registered, 50kt cruise, max level
90mph, long range (4';' hr) tank, ASI, tach,
EGT, CHTs, compass, Rotax 377; suit 70kg
pilot, GC, $9,000. Money needed to buy a
Millenium! Ph: John 03 95970527.
Edge Executive 582 T2-2813, 85hrs, electr.
start, quiet kit, full instr., trim adjuster, keel
support, aerotow kit, Icom VHF A22 radio,
intercom, 2 helmets, training bars, compl ete set of Airborne covers, charcoal grey
pod, fl. yellow/lilac wing , fully maintained,
always hang ared, EC, reluctant sa le,
$19,000 ono. Ph: Tony 0418 336369.

Wanted
2nd hand vario suitable for PG novice.
Ph: Geoff 02 99773007.
2nd hand Edge or Wizard wing for
Airborne Edge Trike 582. Ph: Paul 08
84043701 or 08 83423131 (hI. email
Willi ams.Paul@optimaenergy.com.au
Cheap Xtralite 147. Ph: Luc 02 91301076
(Sydney).
Millenium Syndicate Partners! Interested
in a share in a new Millenium collapsible
rigid wing, to be based in Southern & NE
Victoria? Looking for 2 partners. Cost each
will be about $4,500. Must be adv rated
pilots with some stick time or willing to get
some first. Ph: John 03 95970527.

Stolen
Stolen 20 March 98, reward offered: Hang
gliding equipment taken from Corrarong
Beach, Danny Scott Stealth harness,
aqu a/blue/black, dk blue pockets, pink
interior, Sjostrom vario, High energy
parachute in white deployment bag, Icom
IC40s radio, large Lazer helmet with int,
tow & Manill a stickers, pump up wheels,
one wheel mac hined greater internal
circumference. Ph: 02 42342081 .
Stolen from Kingsgrove, Sydney, 17 March
98: Apco Spectra 27, purpl e, Apco Top
Spectra harness with Charlie reserve,
Hanwag flying boots, size 6.5, Apco helmet,
Super X flying suit, Aircote c Alibi vario. Ph:
Steve 015 207431 , 02 95804675 (h) 02
96638523 (w).

Employment
Hang Gliding Instructor wanted for upcoming season in Cairns F.N.Q. Preferred
applicant will be tandem endorsed, Level 2
with ground tow endorsement, however,
all person s considered. Searching for a
relaxed, well natured person, who is a team
player, loves their work & dea ling with
people from all walks of life. Good prospects
for right person. Ph: Airplay School of Air
Sports 07 40511340 or 0417 794441.

Subscriptions
Cross Country Magazine subscriptions
hang, para and micro flying videos.
Contact Carol Binder 0417 311360.

Western Australia
HGFA Classifieds Phone Service
Airborne Edge 582 T2-251 2, pod recently
painted, looks new, new wires, helmets,
radio, all licensed, storage damage to wing
fabric (tear), trailer included, priced to sell,
$6,000. Ph: Fred 08 91778273.

New South Wales

South Australia

Airborne Edge wing T2-2547, EC, $3,900.
Ph: Richard 02 65505789.

Pursuit 0 T1 -2088, high perform ance single
seat trike, Rotax 447, 32hrs n , EGT/CHT,
Alt, ASI, tacho, hour run, imma culately built
& maintained, inc custom-built semienclosed trailer (new), moulds for spats &

Airborne Edge Exec T2-2658, with new
Wizard wing, full instr., electr. start, aero-

pod, front wheel drum brake, origina l plans
& instructions, helmet & headset,
registered to 20/1/99, video available,
refundable to purchaser, $13,500. Ph: Peter
0884157013 message service.

You can now phone in your classifieds
(deadline still applies) to the HGFA
office on 02 6947 2888
The Skysailor Classifieds Fax Service
is still available on:
0242943732
or write to: Skysailor Classifieds
PO Box 197, Helensburgh NSW 2508
or email:
skysail@ozemail.com.au
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All correspondence, including
,'A4' "0'
changes of address, memberc","
@.
:.;.,... . ship renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters should be sent to:
I

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
Executive Director: Ian Jannan
Administration: Margaret Steinhardt
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720,
Ph: 02 69472888, Fax: 02 69474328,
ned.hgfa@courier.tas.gov.au
Presidenl/Treasurer: Rohan Grant
188 Bathurst St, Hobart TAS 7000,
Ph: 03 62337638 (wI. 03 62311112 (hI. Fax:
0362333311 , Rohan.Grant@ccd.tas.gov.au
Operations Manager: Craig Worth
Ph/Fax: 02 65592713, Mobile: 018 657419,
hgfaops@midcoast.com.au
Vice-President: Robert Woodward
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA 5035,
Ph: 08 2325405 (w), 08 2977532 (h),
Fax: 08 82237345.
Secretary: Shaun Keane
PO Box 81 , Lyons ACT 2606, Ph/Fax:
0262998792 (h), 0411 722574 (w),
actpara@netspeed.com.au
Board Members
Lee Scott
Pacific Hwy, Johns River NSW 2443, Ph/Fax:
0265565265, highadV@midcoast.com.au
Rohan Holtkamp
RMB 236B Western Hwy, Trawalla VIC
3373, Ph/Fax: 03 53492845.
Keith Lush
5 Fortune St, South Perth WA 6151 ,
Ph: 08 93679066 (w), 08 93673479 (h),
Fax: 08 94741202.
Michael Zupanc (CIVL Delegate)
3 Surch Court, Southport OLO 4215,
Ph: 018 662328; zupy@ozemail.com.au
Peta Roberts
PO Box 256, Helensburgh NSW 2508, Ph/Fax:
0242943941 , epicon@ozemail.com.au
Tim Cummings
207 Hawken Dr, St Lucia OLD 4067, Ph: 07
53713797, tim@eis.net.au

Microlight Public Relations contact
Paul Haines Ph/fa x/tam 02 42941031 .
Safety & Operations Committee, Pilot
Development & Training Committee contact
HGFA Operations Manager.
For information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
state associations region or club.

States & Regions
NSWHGA
S: Steve Hocking, 19 Gladswood Gdns,
Double Bay NSW 2028. Ph/Fax: 0293274025,
nswhga@s054.aone.net.au
ACTHPA
PO Box 3496, Manuka ACT 2603;
Pres: Michael Porter 02 62573099 (w),
0262496434 (h); S: Lisa Kelly;
Trs: Stephen Young 02 62882657 (w),
0262883330 (h), SSO: Peter Dall; Meetings:
1st Tue/month 7:30pm, "Sky Lounge"
Yamba Sports Club, Phillip.

40 Skysailor

North Queensland
12 Van Eldik Ave, Andergrove OLD 4740;
Pres: Gerry Gerus 019 617935, Ph/Fax:
07034145; S/Trs: Ron Huxhagen
079552913, Fax: 079 555133.
HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth WA 6151 ; Admin:
Graeme Wishart 08 94449505; PG Rep:
Julian McPherson 08 93881584 & David
Humphrey 0418 954176; HG Rep: Michael
Derry 08 92840750 (h) & Keith Lush 08
93673479 (hI. 08 93679066 (w); Trike Rep:
Graham McDonald 08 93649226 (h), 0418
910841; Trs: Phil Wainwright 0892424483.
VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran VIC 3181; Pres: Phillip
Campbell 03 53343034; S: Nicole Matthews
0357501884,018450626,
nicolematthews@hotmail,com, SSO:
Jeremy Torr 03 97705770.
TasHGA
PO Box 163, South Hobart TAS 7004;
Pres: Dave Lytton; S/Trs: Hugh Glenn; State
Co-ord: Mick Calvert.
SAHGA
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000; Ph: 08 84101391,
Fax: 08 82117115. Pres: Stuart McClure 08
82973452; S: Mark Tyminski 08 83766117;
Trs: Gary Stockton 08 82702910.

Clubs
NEW SOUTH WALES
Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Brian Rushton 02 66290354; S: Chris
Gavaghan 02 66882213; SSO: Brian Rushton
0266290354, 014615950; Meetings: 1st
Wed/month 7pm, Bangalow Bowling Club.
Central Coast Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Russell Skillen 018 404254; S:
Mark Steele 02 43321277; Trs: Mick Hoipo
0243282871; SSO: Ian Duffy 018 439612;
Meeting s: 2nd Wed/month 7:30pm,
The Entrance RSL Club.
Central West Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Len Paton 02 68537220;
S: Jenny Ganderton 0268514148;
Trs: Mark Madden 0263622927.
Great Lakes Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Jim Parsons 02 65554077; S: Steve
Tinson 0265545700 (w), 02 65558091 (h).
lIIawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: George Barrie 02 42855567; S:
Warwick Kelly 02 42261707; SSO: James
Nathaniel 0246810641; Meetings: 1st
Wed/month, Mountain Top Cafe, Mt Keira .
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
Pres: Roger Lilford 06 2815404 (h); S: Lisa
Ryrie 06 2359120, 06 2359060; SSO: Heinz
Gloor 02 64576019 (w), 02 64567171 (h).
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc
Pres: Graeme Garlick 02 96286245; S: Alan
Bond 02 98995351,9 Finchley PI, Glenhaven
NSW 2353; SSO: David Middleton 02 96236961 .
Meetings: Last Tue/month 7:30pm,
Sportsman Hotel, Kildare Rd, Blacktown.
Manilla SkySailors Club Inc
http://gri.une. edu.au/mss
Pres: Brian Shepherd 0267852182;
S/Trs: Felix Burkhard 02 67751050,
mailto://felixb@xyon.com.au; SSO (HG):
Patrick Lenders 02 67783484; SSO (PG):
Godfrey Wen ness 02 67856545.
Mid North Coast Hang Gliding Association
Pres: Paul Hazelgrove 018 657366; S/SSO:
Le e Scott 02 65565265;
Ben Leonard 0265821966.

Mudgee District Sport Aviation Club Inc
S: Darryl Ashlin 02 63742536;
SSO: Bruce Barcham 02 63742092.
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Clive Warman 0249434900,
0418293615, cwa r@ozemail.com.au;
V-Pres: Peter Ebeling 0249585193; S: Karl
Kindle 02 49653278; Trs: Tony O'Connor 02
49529146, SSO: Inland - AI Giles
0249430674, Coastal- Jason Turner
015636384; Comps: Jeff Blunt 02 49505568;
Newsletter: Paul Green 02 49771708;
PG Rep: James Thomson 0249438105,
018686199. Meetings: Last Wed/month,
Souths Leagues Club.
Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: John Clark 02 99972842 (h); S: Mike
Warner 02 94521217 (h), 02 95573188 (w);
SSO: Mike Eggleton 02 94517127, Forrest Park
0294502674, Glenn Salmon 0299180091.
Stan well Park Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 258, Helensburgh NSW 2508;
Pres: Geoff Robertson; S: Gavin Hanlon;
Trs: Karen Lederer 02 42942273 or
0411 362273.
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Dick Heffer 02 93872613; S: John
Trude 02 98873371 ; Trs: Greg Wilkinson
0298184704; Meetings: 2nd Mon/month,
Moyes Fa ctory Loft.
Sydney Paragliding Club
Pres: Deirdre Skillen 0297275087 (h);
S: Ashley Bennett 0298718081 (hI.
0418111399 (w); Trs: Ian Cruickshank
0295288504; SSO: Mark Mitsos
0242949065, Meetings: 2nd Thu/month,
Cronulla Sutherland Leagues Club.

QUEENSLAND
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Russell Krautz 070 541085; Trs:
Ka sanda Brease 070 558559;
S: Lance Keough 070 912117,
31 Holm Street, Atherton OLD 4883.
Capricorn Skyriders Club Inc
Pres: Brian Hampson 079 226527;
S: Geoff Craig 079 923137;
Brian Smith 079 287958.
Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Peter Beard 07 33487150,
Peter_Beard@msn.com; Vice-Pres: Ken Hill
07 55435631 , kenhill@qldnet.com.au; S:
Tony Gates 07 33983241 ; Trs: Yve Beard 07
33487150, Peter_Beard@msn.com
SSO: Gordon Mackenzie 07 55450146.
Conondale XC Flyers Club Inc
13 Cottman St, Buderim OLD 4556,
Fax: 07 54451897.
Gladstone Hang Gliding Club
4 Cairncross St, Gladstone OLD 4690;
Pres: Pat Purcell 07 49793414;
S: Sandy Gemmel 07 49750232;
PR: Paul Barry 07 49922865.
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
53 Yungar St, Coolum OLD 4573; Pres:
Mi chael Powell 07 54742249, 018166320;
Vi ce-Pres: Mal Price 07 54480038;
S/Trs: Cathy Edmunds 07 54463421;
SSO: Dave Cookman 07 54498573.
Townsville Hang Gliding Association Inc
Pres: Gary Rogers 077 538565 (w),
077 79264511 (h); Vi ce-Pres: Peter Scarle
077 721766 (wI. 077 212666 (h); S/Trs: Brad
Cooper 077 792853 (h), fax 077815230;
SSO: Gra eme Etherton 077 724467.
Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club
Pres: David Na sh, 07 49531817; S: Ron
Huxhagen 07 49552913, Fax: 07 49555122,
email: sitework@mackay.net.au

VICTORIA
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Peter Hannah 03 52632335; S:
Tony Hughes 03 52612415; Trs: Rod Trevor
0352811209; SSO: Ted Remeika 015811407;
Rob van der Klooster 03 52223019;
PR: Warwick Spratt 03 52531096.
Meetings: 1st Fri/month, Anglesea Hotel,
Great Ocean Rd, Anglesea.
Eastern Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Geoff Tozer 03 97583250 (h); S: Glenn
Sheppard 0397267995 (h); SSO: Harry
Summons 03 59646055 (h), Lance Sheppard
0359623570 (hI. M/ship: Mark Jeffree
0359689015 (h). Meetings: 3rd Wed/mth,
Montrose Town Centre Meeting Room,
Cm Swansea Rd & Mt Dandenong Tourist
Rd, Montrose.
North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Jeanette McLaren 03 57544910; Trs:
Dave Romeril 03 57562216; S: Karl Texler 03
57501733; SSO: Geoff White 03 57501244;
Meetings: 1st Thu/month 7.30pm, Pinewood
Hotel, Bright.
Southern Cross Paragliding Inc
Pres: Gary Clarkson 0419 319948; Vice -Pres:
Alister Johnson 0418 323692; S:
Nicole Matthews 03 57501884, 018 450626,
nicolematthews@hotmail,com Meetings:
Last Wed/month.
Southern Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Mike Slape 03 95438331 (h);
Meetings: 1st Tue/month, Anchor & Hope
Hotel, 481 Church St, Richmond.
Sky High Paragliding Club
Pres: Ri chard Worton 03 95835083 (h);
Vice-Pres: Hamish Barker 0392917717 (w);
S: Lucy Wickham 03 95835083 (h); M/ships:
Phillip Taylor 03 95314842 (h); Meetings: 1st
Wed/month 8pm, Grapevine Hotel, 59
Wellington St, Collingwood.
Western Victorian Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Phillip Campbell 03 53343034;
Vice-Pres: Tony Lowry 03 53356194;
Trs: Sandra Holtkamp 03 53492845;
S: Meg Bailey 03 53356194; SSO: Rohan
Holtkamp 03 53492845; Meetings: La st
Sat/month, The Golden Age Hotel Bea ufort.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Avon Valley Hang Gliding Club
Pres: David Orabble, 08 93071816; VicePres: Rob Stevenson 0892211338; S: Stephen
Hoeffs08 95275782; Trs: Michael Derry 08
92840750; wvwv: http://kite .ois.net.
au/-treetop/hangie/avon/eagles.htm.
South West Microlight Club, Bunbury
Pres: Brian Watts 0412 552363; V-Pres: Don
Wilson 08 97641007; CFI: Brend an Watts
015 389417; S: Paul Coffey 08 9725116.
Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc
Pres: David Humphry 08 92453317; S: Liz
Kendall 08 94590445. Meetings: 1st Wed/
month, Boulevard Ale House East Vi c Park.
Western Soarers Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Sam Blight 0893363738; Trs: Nav
Brennan 08 93397991 ; Comp coordinators:
Gordon Marshall 08 94519969, Nav Brennan.
Geraldton & Midwest Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Darren Nichol 08 99644457; S/Trs: Des
Hill 08 99216219, 231 Third Street, Geralton
WA6530.
The Great Sandy Desert Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Ian Sallie 091 798487 (h);
S: Jo e Langford 091 798655 (h).

Local Club Con'*ac,*s in Aus'*ralia
Ne,"

Contacts in this list have been taken from
the DIRECTORY. Some phone numbers or
positions may change from time to time.
Pilots should contact the Senior Safety
O fficer (SSO) before flying at a new site.

Western Australia
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Avon Valley Hang Gliding Club
President: David Drabble 08 93071816.
Cloud Base Paragliding Club
President: David Humphry 08 924533 17.
South West Microlight Club, Bunbury
CFI : Brendan Watts 015 389417.
Western Soarers Hang Gliding Club
President: Sam Blight 0893363738.
Geralton & Midwest Hang Gliding Club
President: Darren Nichol 0899644457.
The Great Sandy Desert HG Club
President: Ian Sallie 091 798655

South Australian HG Association
President: Stuart McClure
08 82973452.

Victoria
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North EastVictoria HG Club
SSO: Geoff White 03 57501244.
9
Sky High Paragliding Club
President: Richard Worton 03 95835083 .
10 Eastern Hang Gliding Club
SSO: Harry Summons 03 59646055 (h),
Lance Sheppard 03 59623570 (h) .
I I Southern Hang Gliding Club
President: Mike Slape 03 9543833 I (h) .
I 2 Southern Cross Paragliding Inc
President: Gary Clarkson 0419 3 19948.
I ! Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
SSO:Ted Remeika 0158 11407,
Rob van der Klooster 03 52223019.
14 Western Victorian Hang Gliding Club
SSO: Rohan Holtkamp 03 53492845 .

Tasmanian Hang Gliding Association
Secretary: Hugh Glenn, PO Box 163,
South Hobart TAS 7004.
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Queensland
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ACTHPA
SSO: Peter Dall 02 62684139 (w), 0262813746 (h).
VICTORIA

Ne-v.
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I 7 Illawarra Hang Gliding Club
SSO: James Nathaniel 02 46810641 .

15
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Stanwell Park Hang Gliding Club
HG SSO: Paul Murdoch 02 42942430.
20 Sydney Paragliding Club
SSO: Mark Mitsos 02 42949065.
21 Sydney Hang Gliding Club
President: Dick Heffer 02 93872613 .
22 Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club
SSO: Mike Eggleton 02 94517127,
Forrest Park 02 94502674,
Glenn Salmon 02 99180091.
2;1 Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
SSO (lnland) :AI Giles 02 49430674,
(Coastal): Jason Turner 015 636384.
24 Blue Mountains Hang Gliding Club
SSO: David Middleton 02 96236961 .
25 Central West Hang Gliding Club
President: Len Paton 02 68537220.
26 Mudgee District Sport Aviation Club
SSO: Bruce Barcham 02 63742092.
27 Manilla Skysailors Club
SSO (HG): Patrick Lenders 02 67783484;
(PG) : Godfrey Wenness 02 67856545.
28 Central Coast Hang Gliding Club
SSO: Ian Duffy 018 439612.
Mid North Coast HG Association
SSO: Lee Scott 02 65565265.
Great Lakes Hang Gliding Club
President:Jim Parsons 02 65554077.
I Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club
SSO: Brian Rushton 02 66290354,
014615950.

* Site fees apply at these club's sites.
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18 Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club

TASMANIA

SSO: Heinz Gloor 0264576019 (w), 02 64567171 (h) .

(D

Canungra Hang Gliding Club
SSO: Ken Hill 07 55435631 .
Conondale XC Fli ers Club
13 Cottman St, Buderim QLD 4556;
Fax: 0754451897.
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
SSO: Dave Cookman 07 54498573 .
Gladstone Hang Gliding Club
President: Pat Purcell 07 49793414.
Capricorn Skyriders Club
President: Brian Hampson 079 226527.
Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club
President:Wayne Smith 079 513392.
Townsville Hang Gliding Association
SSO: Graeme Etherton 077 724467.
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
President: Russell Krantz 070 541085.

